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Classifying foliations
Steven Hurder
Abstract. We give a survey of the approaches to classifying foliations, start-
ing with the Haefliger classifying spaces and the various results and examples
about the secondary classes of foliations. Various dynamical properties of fo-
liations are introduced and discussed, including expansion rate, local entropy,
and orbit growth rates. This leads to a decomposition of the foliated space
into Borel or measurable components with these various dynamical types. The
dynamical structure is compared with the classification via secondary classes.
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2 STEVEN HURDER
1. Introduction
A basic problem of foliation theory is how to “classify all the foliations” of fixed
codimension-q on a given closed manifold M , assuming that at least one such
foliation exists onM . This survey concerns this classification problem for foliations.
Kaplan [191] proved the first complete classification result in the subject in 1941.
For a foliation F of the plane by lines (no closed orbits) the leaf space T = R2/F is a
(possibly non-Hausdorff) 1-manifold, and F is characterized up to homeomorphism
by the leaf space T . (See also [125, 126, 323].) Palmeira [251] proved an analogous
result for the case of foliations of simply connected manifolds by hyperplanes.
Research on classification advanced dramatically in 1970, with three seminal works:
Bott’s Vanishing Theorem [28], Haefliger’s construction of a “classifying space” for
foliations [118, 119], and Thurston’s profound results on existence and classifi-
cation of foliations [296, 297, 298, 299], in terms of the homotopy theory of
Haefliger’s classifying spaces BΓq. The rapid progress during this period can be
seen in the two survey works by H. Blaine Lawson: first was his article “Foliations”
[204], which gave a survey of the field up to approximately 1972; second was the
CBMS Lecture Notes [205] which included developments up to 1975, including
the Haefliger-Thurston Classification results. The work of many researchers in the
1970’s filled in more details of this classification scheme, as we discuss below.
The philosophy of the construction of BΓq is simple, as described by Haefliger
[122]: for a codimension-q foliation F of a manifold M , one associates a natural
map hF : M → BΓF to a space BΓF which is “foliated”, with all leaves in BΓF
contractible. The space BΓF represents a homotopy-theoretic version of the leaf
space M/F , much as one constructs the Borel quotient space MG = EG ×G M
for a Lie group action G × M → M on a manifold. Two foliations F1 and F2
are equivalent in this sense if their “leaf spaces” BΓF1 and BΓF2 are functorially
homotopic. The universal space BΓq is obtained by performing this operation on
the universal groupoid Γq. Imagine BΓq as the direct limit of performing this
classifying construction on all foliations of codimension-q. This suggests just how
large is this universal space. This scheme of classification via the a canonical model
of the leaf space also underlies the classification of the C∗-algebras associated to
foliations in Connes’ work [64].
In the approximately 40 years since Haefliger introduced the classifying spaces for
foliations in 1970, our knowledge of the homotopy theory of BΓq remains marginal.
There is one exception, which happens when we ask about the classification of
foliations which are transversely C1. That is, their transverse holonomy maps are
assumed to be C1, and so they are classified by a space BΓ1q . In this case, Tsuboi
[304, 305] proved in 1989 an absolutely remarkable result, that the natural map
ν : BΓ1q → BO(q), classifying the universal normal bundle of C
1-foliations, is a
homotopy equivalence! For foliations whose transverse differentiability is Cr with
r > 1, the study of the homotopy type of the classifying spacesBΓ
(r)
q ofCr-foliations
awaits a similar breakthrough.
During Spring semester 1982, there was an emphasis on foliation theory at the
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. In attendance were Paul Schweitzer,
along with Larry Conlon, Andre´ Haefliger, James Heitsch and the author among
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others. Lawrence Conlon had just arrived with the hand-written manuscript by
Ge´rard Duminy, whose main result and its proof were presented in seminar:
Theorem 1.1 (Duminy [74, 54, 162]). Let F be a C2-foliation of codimension-one
on a compact manifold M . If the Godbillon-Vey class GV (F) ∈ H3(M) is non-
trivial, then F has a resilient leaf, and hence F has an uncountable set of leaves
with exponential growth.
Duminy’s result solved a conjecture posed in 1974 by Moussu & Pelletier [239] and
Sullivan [282]: must a C2-foliation with non-zero Godbillon-Vey class have a leaf
with exponential growth type? More broadly, this conjecture can be interpreted
(and was) as asking for connections between the values of the secondary classes and
geometric or dynamical properties of the foliation. That some connection exists,
between the dynamics of a foliation and its secondary classes, was suggested by the
known examples, and by the philosophy that the secondary classes are evaluated
on compact cycles in M , and if F does not have “sufficiently strong recurrence” or
even “chaotic behavior” near such a cycle, then the secondary classes vanish on it.
The method of proof of Duminy’s Theorem, which was the culmination of several
years of investigations by various researchers [51, 76, 146, 225, 236, 248, 314,
322], suggested avenues of further research, whose pursuit during the past 26 years
has led to a new understanding of foliations using ideas of dynamical systems and
ergodic theory. The purpose of this paper is to survey some of these developments,
with a highlight on some of the open questions. Here is the primary question:
Question 1.2. To what extent do the dynamical and ergodic properties of a Cr-
foliation on a closed manifold provide an effective classification? What aspects of
the dynamical properties of a foliation F are determined by the homotopy class of
the Haefliger classifying map hF : M → BΓrq?
The possibility of giving some solution to this problem depends, of course, on
what we mean by “classification”. The literal answer is that “classification” is
impossible to achieve, as non-singular vector fields on manifolds define foliations,
and the dynamical systems obtained from vector fields are not “classifiable” in any
reasonable sense. Thus, the much more complicated dynamics of foliations whose
leaves may have dimension greater than one, are equally not classifiable.
On the other hand, it is possible to give broad descriptions of classes of foliations
in terms of their dynamical and ergodic properties. For example, a foliation can be
decomposed into its wandering and non-wandering components; or into the union
of leaves with exponential and sub-exponential growth. This survey introduces six
such decompositions of a foliation based on its dynamical properties (see §15) in-
cluding a new scheme, which has its roots in study of hyperbolic dynamical systems:
Theorem 1.3 (Hurder [168]). Let F be a C1-foliation on a closed manifold M .
Then M has a disjoint decomposition into F–saturated, Borel subsets:
(1.1) M = EF ∪PF ∪HF
• EF consists of “elliptic leaves” with “bounded transverse expansion”
• PF consists of “parabolic leaves” with “slow-growth transverse expansion”
• HF consists of “(partially) hyperbolic leaves” with “exponential-growth
transverse expansion”.
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The point of such a decomposition is to study the dynamical properties of the foli-
ation F restricted to each component, which then suggests more focused problems
and approaches for further research. For example, a Riemannian foliation satisfies
M = EF ; it is not known under what hypotheses the converse is true. A foliation is
said to be distal if the orbits of pairs of distinct points remain a bounded distance
apart under the action of the holonomy pseudogroup (see Definition 3.9 below). A
distal foliation satisfiesM = EF ∪PF . The class of foliations withM = EF ∪PF is
called parabolic in §17. Many classes of examples of parabolic foliations are known,
but their full extent is not. Finally, the set HF is the union of leaves which have
some degree of “non-uniformly partial hyperbolicity”. It is unknown in general
what hypotheses are necessary in order to conclude that F behaves chaotically on
HF , or that the geometric entropy of F is positive on HF .
The importance of the hyperbolic part of the decomposition HF is illustrated by
the following generalization of Duminy’s Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 1.4 (Hurder [168]). Let F be a C2-foliation on a closed manifold M .
Suppose that some residual secondary class ∆∗F (hIcJ) ∈ H
∗(M ;R) is non-zero.
Then HF must have positive Lebesgue measure.
If the codimension is one, then there is just one secondary class, the Godbillon-
Vey class GV (F) = ∆∗F (h1c1) ∈ H
3(M ;R), and GV (F) 6= 0 implies the existence
of resilient leaves, hence the existence of uncountably many leaves of exponential
growth rate. Section 19 describes other results for codimension-one foliations, which
should admit extensions of some form to foliations with codimension q > 1.
Note that these notes discuss only briefly the important topic of amenability for
foliations, in §11. This is an important theme in the study of the dynamics and
ergodic theory of foliations [43, 65, 143, 173, 174, 190, 263, 264]. We also
omit all discussions of the topic of random walks on the leaves of foliations, and the
properties of harmonic measures for foliations, which have proven to be a powerful
tool for the study of foliation dynamics [45, 47, 72, 108, 188, 189, 190]. Other
omissions and details of proofs from this survey are developed more fully in [168].
These notes are an expansion of a talk of the same title, given at the conference
“Foliations, Topology and Geometry in Rio”, August 7, 2007, on the occasion of the
70th birthday of Paul Schweitzer. The author would like to thank the organizers
for making this special event possible, and their efforts at making this excellent
meeting a success. Happy Birthday, Paul!
2. Foliation groupoids
The defining property of a codimension-q foliation F of a closed manifold M is
that locally, F is defined by a submersion onto a manifold of dimension q. If the
leaves of F form a fibration of M , then this local fibration property is global: there
is a global submersion π : M → B onto a compact manifold B whose fibers are
the leaves of F . In general, one only has that for each x ∈ M there is some open
Ux ⊂M and fibration πx : Ux → Bx ⊂ Rq such that the fibers of πx are connected
submanifolds of dimension p, equal to some connected component of a leaf of F|Bx.
This local submersion data defines a topological groupoid over M , denoted by ΓF ,
whose object space is the disjoint union B = ∪Bx, and the morphisms are generated
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by local transformations h{x,y} defined whenever Ux ∩ Uy 6= ∅. One can assume
that Bx = (−1, 1)q for all x ∈ M , and that one needs only work with a finite
collection of open sets ofM , enough to form a covering. The resulting groupoid ΓF
is a compactly-generated subgroupoid of the groupoid Γq of local diffeomorphisms
of Rq. The Haefliger classifying map hF : M → BΓq is defined from this data.
Moerdijk observed in [227, 228] that the above data naturally defines an e´tale
groupoid, so one can form an associated category of sheaves Γ(·) onM which admits
a classifying topos BΓq for F . More recently, a third point of view has developed,
that of a foliation as an example of a Lie groupoid over M which leads to much
simplified formal constructions of the de Rham and cyclic cohomology invariants of
F [66, 67, 68, 69]. All approaches yield the same homotopy classification theory
for foliations [227]; it is just a matter of taste how one defines these invariants.
Our discussion here follows the original approach of Haefliger [118, 119, 122].
In this section, we make precise the objects being considered. Given the foliation
F , let U = {ϕi : Ui → (−1, 1)n | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, be a covering of M by foliation charts.
That is, if we compose ϕi with the projection (−1, 1)n → (−1, 1)q onto the last q-
coordinates, where n = p+q, we obtain local submersions πi : Ui → (−1, 1)q so that
the fibers of πi are connected components of the leaves of F | Ui. We assume that
each chart ϕi admits an extension to a foliation chart ϕ˜i : U˜i → (−2, 2)n where U˜i
contains the closure Ui. Fix a Riemannian metric on M . Then we can also assume
that U˜i is a convex subset of M for the Riemannian distance function on M .
Define Ti = ϕ
−1
i ({0} × (−1, 1)
q) and let T = ∪Ti be the complete transversal for
F associated to the covering. Identify each Ti with the the subset (3i− 1, 3i+ 1)q
via a translation of the range of πi. Then T is identified with the disjoint union of
open subsets of Rq.
A pair of indices (i, j) is said to be admissible if Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅.
For (i, j) admissible, there is a local diffeomorphism hj,i : Ti,j → Tj,i whereD(hj,i) =
Ti,j ⊂ Ti is the domain of hj,i and R(hj,i) = Tj,i ⊂ Tj is the range. The maps
{hj,i | (i, j) admissible} are the transverse change of coordinates defined by the
foliation charts, and the assumptions imply that each map hj,i admits an exten-
sion to a compact subset of Rq. Hence, even though defined on open subsets of
Rq we have uniform estimates of these maps and their derivatives. They define a
compactly generated pseudogroup on Rq:
Definition 2.1 (Haefliger [124]). A pseudogroup of transformations G of T is
compactly generated if there is
• a relatively compact open subset T0 ⊂ T meeting all orbits of G
• a finite set G(1) = {g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ G such that 〈G(1)〉 = G|T0;
• gi : D(gi)→ R(gi) is the restriction of g˜i ∈ G with D(g) ⊂ D(g˜i).
The foliation F is said to be Cr if the maps G
(1)
F ≡ {hj,i | (i, j) admissible} are
Cr, where r = ℓ + α, ℓ ≥ 1 is an integer and 0 ≤ α < 1 is the Ho¨lder modulus
of continuity for the Cℓ derivatives of the maps hj,i. The collection G
(1)
F of maps
define a compactly generated pseudogroup acting on T , denoted by GrF when we
need to emphasize that the degree of transverse regularity is Cr, and otherwise
simply denoted by GF .
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The groupoid ΓF of F is the space of germs associated to the elements of GF
Γ(GF ) = {[g]x | g ∈ GF & x ∈ D(g)} , ΓF = Γ(GF )
with source map s[g]x = x and range map r[g]x = g(x). Again, when we need to
emphasize the degree of regularity, we write ΓrF for the germs of maps in G
r
F . Let
(2.1) ΓxF = {γ ∈ ΓF | s(γ) = x} , Γ
x,y
F = {γ ∈ ΓF | s(γ) = x , r(γ) = y}
The equivalence relation defined by F on T is the set
RF = {(x, y) | x ∈ T , y ∈ Lx ∩ T }
We note a fundamental convention used throughout this paper. Given maps f : U →
V and g : V → W , we write their composition as g ◦ f : U → W . Thus, ΓF can
be thought of as an “opposite functor” from the category of admissible strings to
maps
{(i1, i2), (i2, i3), . . . , (ik−1, ik)} 7→ γik,ik−1 ◦ · · · ◦ γi3,i2 ◦ γi2,i1
Thus, for example, composition gives a map Γy,zF ◦ Γ
x,y
F → Γ
x,z
F . This convention
does not arise when considering compositions of elements ofRF , but is fundamental
when considering the local actions of maps in GF on T .
The objects GrF , Γ
r
F and RF associated to F are the primary sources of our under-
standing of both the topological and dynamical classification of foliations.
3. Topological dynamics
We recall here some of the basic concepts of topological dynamics, as applied to the
case of the pseudogroup GF acting on the complete transversal T . These ideas play
a fundamental part in our understanding of the relationship between the secondary
classes of F and its properties as a dynamical system.
Some properties of topological dynamics require the full pseudogroup GF for their
definition and study, while others are inherent to the equivalence relation RF . The
focus on properties of the equivalence relation can be found in the early works
of Dye [77] and Mackey [211, 212], reached its full development in the works of
Krieger [198], Feldman-Moore [90] and Connes [64], and continues very actively
in the study of Borel equivalence relations today (see for example, [73, 149]).
Though the theme of this paper is about a classification scheme based on the role of
approximations to the holonomy maps in GF by their derivatives, underlying many
of the results are fundamental structure theorems for the Borel equivalence relation
RF . We recall below the decomposition ofRF into its Murray-von Neumann types.
For x ∈M , let Lx denote the leaf of F containing x.
For x ∈ T , the orbit of x is the set
(3.1) O(x) = Lx ∩ T = ΓF · x ≡ {y = r(γ) | γ ∈ Γ
x
F}
A subset E ⊂ T is saturated if x ∈ E implies O(x) ⊂ E; that is, Lx ∩ T ⊂ E.
Given a subset E ⊂ T we define the saturation of E, either in M or in T ,
EF =
⋃
x∈E
Lx ⊂M and ER =
⋃
x∈E
O(x) ⊂ T
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Note that if E is a Borel subset of T , then EF is a Borel subset of M , and ER is a
Borel subset of T . Also, for Lebesgue measure on M and T , the assumption that
GF is finitely generated by C1 maps implies that if E has Lebesgue measure 0 in
T , then EF has Lebesgue measure 0 in M , and ER likewise in T .
Definition 3.1. B(F) is the σ-algebra of saturated, Borel subsets of T .
Note that B(F) defines a Borel structure on the “quotient space” of T by the action
of GF . Given E ∈ B(F), the full sub-equivalence relation on E is
(3.2) REF = {(x, y) ∈ RF | x ∈ E}
For a homeomorphism f : N → N of some space N , it is clear how to define fixed-
points and periodic points. For groupoid dynamics, this is not so clear. We use the
following as a workable definition:
Definition 3.2. x ∈ T is a periodic point for GF if there exists g ∈ GF with
g(x) = x and [g]x is non-trivial; that is, the leaf Lx admits a non-trivial element of
germinal holonomy at x. Hence, every element of O(x) is also a periodic point.
It is clear how to define transitive points:
Definition 3.3. Let E ∈ B(F). Then x ∈ E ⊂ T is a transitive point for E if
O(x) ⊂ E is dense in E. That is, their closures in T are equal: O(x) = E. We say
that x is a transitive point in the case when E = T .
Note that it is possible for a point x ∈ T to be both transitive and periodic; in the
Roussarie example [113], every leaf with holonomy has both properties.
There are several notions of “minimal sets” used in the study of the dynamics of
codimension-one foliations [46, 50, 137, 138]. For higher codimension foliations,
Marzougui and Salhi introduced a notion of local minimal set in [216]. Recall
that a compact saturated subset Z ⊂ M is minimal if it admits no proper closed
saturated subset. Clearly, every leaf L ⊂ Z must then be dense. An open saturated
subset U ⊂M is locally minimal if for every leaf L ⊂ U , the closure L = U . Local
minimal sets play a fundamental role in the study of the structure for codimension-
one foliations [50, 54, 56, 133, 137]. The following definition combines these
notions for general Borel saturated subsets of T :
Definition 3.4. E ∈ B(F) is minimal if every x ∈ E is transitive in E.
If E ∈ B(F) is relatively compact, then E ⊂ T minimal implies that EF is minimal
in the usual sense. If E ∈ B(F) is open, then EF is a local minimal set. However,
for general E, the notation “minimal” is an abuse of notation, as the condition
does not satisfy any descending chain condition. To see this, simply observe that
if E ∈ B(F) is minimal, and x ∈ E, then E −O(x) is again minimal in the above
sense. A better notation might be to call such sets “totally transitive”, but this
notation is already in use in the dynamics literature (cf. page 768, [130]).
The notions of wandering and non-wandering points are easily generalized:
Definition 3.5. x ∈ T is wandering if there exists an open set x ∈ Ux ⊂ T such
that for all g ∈ GF with x ∈ D(g) and [g]x 6= Id, then g(Ux ∩D(g)) ∩ Ux = ∅.
The wandering set W(F) = {x ∈ T | x wandering} is an open saturated subset.
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The non-wandering set NW(F) = T \W(F) is a closed invariant set.
Let E be a compact minimal set, which is not a single orbit. Then E ⊂ NW(F).
Finally, we define the ω-limit set of an orbit.
Definition 3.6. The ω-limit set of a point x ∈ T is the relatively compact saturated
subset
ω(x) =
⋂
S⊂O(x)
#S<∞
O(x) − S ⊂ T
Observe that if E is compact minimal set, then ω(x) = E for all x ∈ E.
Definition 3.7. An orbit O(x) is proper if ω(x) ∩ O(x) = ∅. A leaf Lx of F is
proper if its orbit is proper. An orbit which is not proper, is said to be recurrent.
A point in a minimal set which is not a single orbit is always recurrent.
The notion of distal actions and proximal orbits also have natural generalizations
to pseudogroup dynamics.
Definition 3.8. We say that a pair x 6= y ∈ T is proximal for GF if for all ǫ > 0,
there exists g ∈ GF such that x, y ∈ D(g) and dT (g(x), g(y)) < ǫ.
Definition 3.9. We say that a pair x 6= y ∈ T is distal for GF if there exists
ǫx,y > 0, so that for every g ∈ GF such that x, y ∈ D(g) then dT (g(x), g(y)) ≥ ǫx,y.
The pseudogroup GF is said to be distal if every x 6= y ∈ T is distal.
Given a set Z, let χZ denote its characteristic function. The Riemannian metric
on M defines a volume form dvol. Define the “Lebesgue measure” µL(Z) of Z as
µL(Z) =
∫
Z
dvol =
∫
M
χZ dvol
The transversal T is identified with a subset of Rq via the foliation coordinate
charts. Let d~x denote the Lebesgue measure on Rq. For E ∈ B(F), define
µL(E) =
∫
E
d~x =
∫
T
χE d~x
Of course, µL(E) in general depends upon the choice of the foliation coordinate
charts, but the property µL(E) = 0 is independent of the charts used.
A key concept for the study of the dynamics of a Borel map f : N → N is the
existence of invariant and quasi-invariant measures on N . For foliation groupoids,
there is a similar concept.
Definition 3.10. Let µ be a Borel measure on T which is finite on compact subsets.
Then we say:
(1) µ is GF -quasi-invariant if for all g ∈ GF and Borel subsets E ⊂ D(g),
µ(g(E)) = 0 if and only if µ(E) = 0.
(2) µ is GF -invariant if for all g ∈ GF and Borel subsets E ⊂ D(g), then
µ(g(E)) = µ(E).
The following is immediate:
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Lemma 3.11. Let µ be a GF -invariant , Borel measure on T which is finite on
compact sets. Then µ(W(F)) = 0.
A set E ∈ B(F) is µ-null if µ(E) = 0, and µ-conull if µ(T \ E) = 0.
We can now formulate the notion of ergodic sets for GF (or equivalently, for RF )
which is the measure-theoretic version of minimal sets.
Definition 3.12. Let µ be a GF -quasi-invariant, σ-finite, Borel measure on T which
is finite on compact sets. We say that E ∈ B(F) with µ(E) > 0 is ergodic with
respect to µ, if for any E′ ∈ B(F) with E′ ⊂ E, either µ(E′) = 0 or µ(E \E′) = 0.
In the case where µ = µL is Lebesgue measure, then we just say that E is ergodic.
The following is then immediate from the definitions.
Proposition 3.13. Let E ∈ B(F) be ergodic with respect to µ. For any open set
U ⊂ T with µ(U ∩ E) > 0, then (U ∩ E)R is a set of full µ-measure in E.
Finally, we recall the decomposition of RF into its Murray-von Neumann types.
(See Nghiem [240, 241], Krieger [198], Feldman-Moore [89, 90, 231], Katznelson-
Weiss [196], or Section 4.γ, pages 50–59 of Connes [64].) Assume E ∈ B(F) is
ergodic with respect to the GF -quasi-invariant measure µ on T . Recall from (3.2)
the full sub-equivalence relation REF on E. Then the measured equivalence relation
(REF , µ) can be classified into one of three broad categories:
• (REF , µ) has “Type I” if there exists a Borel subset E0 ⊂ E such that for µ-almost
every x ∈ E, the orbit O(x) ∩E0 contains precisely one point.
• (REF , µ) has “Type II” if it is not Type I, and the measure µ is GF -invariant.
• (REF , µ) has “Type III” there is no σ-finite, GF -invariant measure µ
′ on E which
is absolutely continuous relative to µ, other than the zero measure.
For the equivalence relation RF on T associated to the C1-foliation F , equipped
with the standard Lebesgue measure on T , there is an ergodic decomposition into
ergodic subequivalence relations, with induced absolutely continuous measures on
each factor. Each ergodic factor can then be classified into one of the above three
types, resulting in a measurable decomposition of T , which is well defined up to
sets of measure zero:
(3.3) T = TI ∪ TII ∪ TIII
LetMI ,MII ,MIII denote the saturations of TI , TII , TIII respectively, then we have
the corresponding decomposition of M into measurable, F -saturated subsets
(3.4) M = MI ∪ MII ∪ MIII
The Murray-von Neumann type decomposition of T thus obtained satisfies:
The “Type I” component TI is the largest saturated Borel measurable subset E ⊂ T
for whichREF is dissipative: That is, there exists a Borel subset E0 ⊂ E such that for
a.e. x ∈ E, the orbit O(x)∩E0 contains precisely one point. Moreover, the quotient
space E/RF is a standard, non-atomic Borel space. For example, W(F) ⊂ TI . Let
BR denote the union of the finite orbits of RF , then BR ⊂ TI .
The “Type II” component TII is the largest saturated Borel measurable subset
E ⊂ T \TI such that no ergodic component is Type I, and R
E
F admits an absolutely
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continuous, σ-finite, GF -invariant measure µ with almost every orbitO(x) for x ∈ E
being µ-essential (i.e., for every open neighborhood x ∈ U , we have µ(U ∩E) > 0.)
The “Type III” component TIII is the complement of TI ∪ TII . Thus, TIII/RF
is a completely singular Borel measure space, and the only absolutely continuous,
σ-finite, GF -invariant measure µ on TIII is the zero measure.
There are further, finer partitions of the Murray-von Neumann decomposition. For
example, TI is the union of the finite orbits and the infinite orbits. Also, we have
Proposition 3.14 ([110]; Proposition 1.9, [169], [223]). Let E ∈ B(F), and
suppose that for every x ∈ E the orbit O(x) is proper. Then E ⊂ TI .
The set TIII can be further decomposed into the ergodic types of its flow of weights.
The relations between the Murray-von Neumann types of a foliation and its sec-
ondary classes were first considered in the paper [169]. At that time, it was hoped
that the Type decomposition (3.4) would provide an effective means to “classify”
foliations via their ergodic theory properties. Unfortunately, little progress has been
made towards this goal, partly because the Type II and Type III components for
foliations are so difficult to characterize.
4. Classifying spaces
Let Γrq denote the universal groupoid defined by all C
r local diffeomorphisms of
open sets of Rq to open sets of Rq. This has a classifying space denoted by BΓrq
which was first introduced by Andre´ Haefliger in 1970 [118, 119].
Recall that two codimension-q, Cr-foliations F0 and F on M are concordant is
there is a codimension-q Cr-foliation F on the product space M × [0, 1] which is
transverse to the boundary M × {0, 1} such that F | M × {i} = Fi for i = 0, 1.
Concordance forms an equivalence relation on foliations. The first main result of
the homotopy classification theory of foliations states:
Theorem 4.1 (Haefliger [118]). Let F be a Cr-foliation of codimension-q on a
manifold M without boundary. Then there exists a well-defined, functorial map
hF : M → BΓrq whose homotopy class is uniquely defined by F . Moreover, the
homotopy class of hF depends only on the foliated concordance class of F .
In other words, the set of homotopy classes of maps [M,BΓrq] “classifies” the con-
cordance classes of codimension-q Cr foliations on M . The monograph by Lawson
[205] gives an excellent overview of this theory. Haefliger’s works [118, 119, 122]
offer deeper insights into the construction and properties of the spaces BΓrq.
The tangent bundles to the leaves of F define a subbundle F = TF ⊂ TM . The
normal bundle to F is the orthogonal complement Q = F⊥ ⊂ TM . Thus, each
foliation defines a splitting TM = F ⊕Q.
The derivative of a Cr germ [g]x gives an element D[g]x ∈ GL(Rq). This yields a
natural transformation from ΓF to GL(R
q) and induces a map of classifying spaces,
ν : BΓrF → BGL(R
q) ≃ BO(q). The composition νQ = ν ◦ hF : M → BO(q)
classifies the normal bundle to F . A more precise statement of Theorem 4.1 is that
F defines a lifting of the classifying maps for the vector bundles F and Q:
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BO(p) ×BΓrq
νF × hF
✑
✑
✑✸
id× ν
❄
M
νF × νQ✲ BO(p) ×BO(q)
The second main result of the homotopy classification theory of foliations is Thurston’s
celebrated converse to Theorem 4.1:
Theorem 4.2 (Thurston [298, 299]). A lifting νF × hF : M → BOp × BΓrq of
νF × νQ yields a Cr-foliation F on M with concordance class determined by hF .
Suppose that F ⊂ TM a codimension-one subbundle with oriented normal bundle,
then the map νQ is homotopic to a constant, so always admits a lift. Hence, M
admits a foliation F whose tangent bundle TF is homotopic to F . This is one of
the well-known implications of Theorem 4.2. The method of proof of the existence
of F gives few insights as to its geometric or dynamical properties.
The classifying map of the universal normal bundle, ν : BΓrq → BO(q), has a ho-
motopy fiber denoted by FΓrq, or sometimes by BΓ
r
q in the literature. The space
FΓrq classifies the codimension-q, C
r-foliations equipped with a given (homotopy
type of) framing of the normal bundle. One of the “milestone” results from the
1970’s gives a partial understanding of the homotopy type of this fiber.
Theorem 4.3 (Mather-Thurston, Haefliger [118, 218, 219, 220, 297]). For r 6=
q + 1, the space FΓrq is q + 1-connected.
The outstanding problem is to show:
Conjecture 4.4. For r ≥ 2, the space FΓrq is 2q-connected.
Tusboi provided a complete solution to this conjecture in the case of C1-foliations:
Theorem 4.5 (Tsuboi [304, 305]). For q ≥ 1, the space FΓ1q is weakly homotopic
to a point. That is, the map ν : BΓ1q → BO(q) is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 4.5 is one of the most beautiful results of the 1980’s in foliation theory,
both in the simplicity and strength of its conclusion, and the methods of proof
which combined dynamical systems results with sophisticated methods of the study
of classifying spaces, building on the earlier works of Mather [217, 218, 220] and
Tsuboi [301, 302, 303].
To make the the homotopy classification theory of foliations effective, we must
understand the homotopy type of the spaces BΓrq and FΓ
r
q for r > 1. This remains
the most important open problem in the field, after almost 40 years. In the next
section, we discuss some of the results about the homotopy theory of FΓrq for
r ≥ 2, obtained using the theory of secondary characteristic classes of foliations
and constructions of explicit examples.
5. Characteristic classes of foliations
The normal bundle Q to a Cr-foliation F , when restricted to a leaf Lx of F , has
a natural flat connection ∇Lx defined on Q | Lx → Lx. The collection of these
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leafwise flat connections define the Bott connection ∇F on Q → M , which need
not be flat over M . The connection data provided by ∇F can be thought of as a
“linearization” of the normal structure to F along the leaves, which varies Cr−1 in
the transverse coordinates. Thus, ∇F captures aspects of the data provided by the
Haefliger groupoid ΓrF of F – it is a “partial linearization” of the highly nonlinear
data which defines the homotopy type of BΓF . (The discussion in section 4.48 of
[185] provides some more insight on this point of view.) In this section, we discuss
the applications of this partial linearization to the study of the space BΓrq.
The seminal observation was made by Bott around 1970. The cohomology ring
H∗(BO(q);R) ∼= R[p1, . . . , pk] where 2k ≤ q, and pj has graded degree 4j.
Theorem 5.1 (Bott Vanishing [28]). Let F be a codimension-q, C2-foliation.
Let νQ : M → BO(q) be the classifying map for the normal bundle Q. Then
ν∗Q : H
ℓ(BO(q);R)→ Hℓ(M ;R) is the trivial map for ℓ > 2q.
Proof: Let ∇F denote a Bott connection on Q with curvature 2-form ΩF . Then
the restriction of ΩF to each leaf L of F vanishes, as the restricted connection
is flat. Hence, the entries of the matrix of 2-forms ΩF must lie in the ideal of
the de Rham complex of forms, I∗(M,F), generated by the 1-forms which vanish
when restricted to leaves. It follows that all powers (ΩF )ℓ = 0 when ℓ > q as this
is true for I∗(M,F)ℓ. Now, by Chern-Weil theory we can calculate a de Rham
representative for each ν∗Q(pj) ∈ H
4j(M,R) in terms of the curvature matrix ΩF ,
so the image of ν∗Q must vanish in degrees above 2q. 
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no explicit construction of a foliation
for which ν∗Q : H
ℓ(BO(q);R) → Hℓ(M ;R) is non-trivial in the range q < ℓ ≤ 2q.
Morita observed in [232] that there exists a codimension-2, C2-foliation on a closed
4-manifold M for which p1(Q) = ν
∗
Q(p1) ∈ H
4(M ;R) is non-zero. The existence is
based on some of the deepest results of Mather and Thurston [297]. (See Morita
[232], and also §4 of Hurder [151], for applications of this remark. Open problems
related to this example are discussed in §15 of [163]). It is a measure of our lack
of understanding of the geometry of foliations that no more concrete constructions
have been obtained to illustrate Bott’s Theorem in a positive direction. This is
another example of the lack of understanding of the spaces BΓrq for r ≥ 2.
It is a remarkable observation that Theorem 5.1 is false for integral coefficients, and
the counter-examples are provided by quite explicit foliations:
Theorem 5.2 (Bott-Heitsch [37]). The universal normal bundle map,
(5.1) ν∗ : Hℓ(BO(q);Z)→ Hℓ(BΓrq;Z)
is injective for all ℓ ≥ 0.
Proof: Let Tk ⊂ SO(q) be a maximal compact torus. Let Tkδ denote this con-
tinuous group considered with the discrete topology. There is a natural map
BTkδ → BΓq, where a cycle f : N → BT
k
δ corresponds to a flat-bundle foliation
over N via the natural action of O(q) on Rq, hence we obtain hf : N → BΓrq.
Cheeger-Simons Character Theory [61, 62] then implies that the composition
ν∗ : Hℓ(BO(q);Z)→ Hℓ(BΓrq;Z)→ H
ℓ(BTkδ ;Z)
is injective. 
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The author has recently given a construction of smooth foliated manifolds of com-
pact manifolds which “realize” these cohomology classes [167].
Theorem 5.2 implies that for q ≥ 2 and r ≥ 2, the space FΓrq does not have the
homotopy type of a finite type CW complex. More is true, that a CW model for
FΓrq must infinitely many cells in all dimensions 4ℓ − 1 for 2ℓ > q. One may ask
what properties of foliations do these cells “classify”? This is unknown.
6. Secondary characteristic classes
We turn now to the theory of the secondary characteristic classes for C2-foliations.
There are a variety of expositions on this topic; we select a few aspects of the theory
to discuss, based on the author’s preferences. The reader can confer with any of
the following general references for more details: [21, 22, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 47,
93, 94, 99, 101, 183, 185, 186, 205, 235, 257]. The reader is cautioned that
notation in these papers is not particularly consistent between various authors.
First, consider the case of codimension-one foliations with oriented normal bundle.
Then the foliation F is defined by a non-vanishing 1-form ω, so that
TF = {~v ∈ TM | ω(~v) = 0}
For r ≥ 2, the integrability of the distribution TF is equivalent by the Froebenius
Theorem to the condition that ω ∧ dω = 0. That is, dω = η ∧ ω for some 1-form η.
Given a vector field ~Y on M , let L~Y denote the Lie derivation operator. Applied
to a vector field ~Z we have L~Y
~Z = [~Y , ~Z]. Recall also the Cartan formula: let ψ
be a 1-form on M . Then L~Y = ι~Y ◦ d+ d ◦ ι~Y , or
L~Y (ψ)(
~Z) = dψ(~Y , ~Z) + L~Y (ψ(
~Z))
The Bott connection ∇F for F has a direct interpretation in terms of the Lie
operator. Let ~X be the vector field on M with values in Q = TF⊥ such that
ω( ~X) = 1. Let ~Y be a vector field on M with values in TF . Then
(6.1) ∇F~Y (
~X) = ω(L~Y (
~X)) · ~X = ω([~Y , ~X ]) · ~X
That is, the Bott connection acts along leaves as the Lie derivative operator, pro-
jected to the normal bundle. The vanishing of the curvature of the Bott connection
along leaves is due to the Jacobi identity for vector fields tangent to the leaves.
dω(~Y , ~X) = η ∧ ω(~Y , ~X) = η(~Y )
0 = L~Y (ω(
~X)) = L~Y (ω)(
~X)− ω(L~Y (
~X))
so that by the Cartan formula,
dω(~Y , ~X) = L~Y (ω)(
~X)− L~Y (ω(
~X)) = L~Y (ω)(
~X) = ω([~Y , ~X])
hence η(~Y ) = ω([~Y , ~X]). Thus, the 1-form η is the Bott connection 1-form for
the normal line bundle to F , with respect to the framing of the normal bundle Q
defined by the section ~X. Furthermore, η(~Y ) measures the normal expansion of
the normal field ~X under parallel transport by the leafwise vector field ~Y . The
curvature of the connection η is dη.
A similar “naive” interpretation of the Bott connection and its curvature can be
given in arbitrary codimension (see Shulman and Tischler [285]).
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Define h1 =
1
2πη ∈ Ω
1(M) and c1 =
1
2πdη ∈ Ω
2(M).
Theorem 6.1 (Godbillon-Vey [113]). Let F be a codimension-one, C2 foliation on
M with trivial normal bundle. Then the 3-form h1∧c1 is closed, and the cohomology
class GV (F) = [h1 ∧ c1] =
1
4π2 [η ∧ dη] ∈ H
3(M ;R) is independent of all choices.
Moreover, GV (F) depends only on the concordance class of F .
The paper [113] also included an example by Roussarie to show this class was non-
zero. As is well-known, soon afterwards, Thurston gave a construction of families
of examples of foliations on the 3-sphere S3, such that the GV (F) ∈ H3(S3;R) ∼= R
assumed a continuous range of real values. As a consequence, he deduced:
Theorem 6.2 (Thurston [296]). For r ≥ 2, π3(FΓr1) surjects onto R.
The appendix by Brooks to [35] gives a clear and concise explanation of the exam-
ples Thurston constructed in his very brief paper [296].
As the space FΓ∞1 is known to be 2-connected by Mather [217], Theorem 6.2
implies that a CW-complex model for FΓr1 must have an uncountable number of 3-
cells. Morita asked in [234] whether the cup product mapH3(FΓ∞1 )⊗H
3(FΓ∞1 )→
H6(FΓ∞1 ) is non-zero; the answer is not known. Tsuboi further studied this problem
in [309] in the PL setting. Here is another simple question of this type:
Question 6.3. Suppose that Mn is a closed manifold of dimension n > 3 and
admits a non-vanishing vector field, and H3(M ;R) is non-trivial. Does M admit a
codimension-one, C2-foliation F with GV (F ) 6= 0?
This is simply a question of whether we can find a continuous map hF : M → FΓ∞1
such that h∗F (GV ) 6= 0. Nothing is known about this question, unless strong
assumptions are made about the topological type of M .
In the case where the normal bundle Q is not trivial, the defining 1-form ω is still
well-defined “up to sign”, hence the 1-form η is well-defined up to sign, and hence
the product GV (F) = 14π2 [η ∧ dη] ∈ H
3(M ;R) is well-defined.
The Seminaire Bourbaki article by Ghys [106] is a basic reference for the properties
of the Godbillon-Vey class; the author’s survey [162] is a more recent update. There
are many “classic” papers on the subject: [42, 44, 54, 74, 75, 105, 146, 170,
225, 226, 224, 296, 306, 307, 308].
For foliations of codimension q ≥ 2, there are two related theories of secondary
classes, corresponding to the cases where the normal bundle Q is trivial, or not.
If Q is trivial, then F along with a choice of framing s of Q, defines a classifying
map hF ,s : M → FΓrq. When Q is not trivial, the classifying map is denoted by
hF : M → BΓrq. The additional data of a framing for Q yields more secondary
invariants, while implying that all of the Pontrjagin characteristic classes vanish.
The construction of secondary classes for foliations followed several paths during
the rapid development of the subject in the early 1970’s. Kamber and Tondeur
[183, 185] constructed the secondary classes in terms of the truncated Weil algebra
W ∗(gl(q,R), O(q))q . (As a doctoral student of Kamber, the author has an innate
respect for the power of this more formal approach.) For simplicity of exposition, we
will take the approach in [30, 36, 111], which defines the secondary classes directly
using the differential graded algebra (or DGA) model WOq ⊂W
∗(gl(q,R), O(q))q .
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Denote by I(gl(q,R)) the graded ring of adjoint-invariant polynomials on the Lie
algebra gl(q,R) of the real general linear group GL(q,R). As a ring, I(gl(q,R)) ∼=
R[c1, c2, . . . , cq] is a polynomial algebra on q generators, where the i
th-Chern poly-
nomial ci (with polynomial degree i and graded degree 2i) is defined by the relation
det(t · Id−
1
2π
· A) =
q∑
i=1
tq−ici(A)
for A ∈ gl(q,R) where Id the identity matrix. Let I(gl(q,R))(q+1) denote the ideal
of polynomials of degree greater than q, and introduce the quotient ring,
I(gl(q,R))q = I(gl(q,R))/I(gl(q,R))
(q+1) ∼= R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q
isomorphic to the polynomial ring truncated in graded degrees larger than 2q.
The Lie algebra cohomology of the Lie algebra gl(q,R) has DGA model
H∗(gl(q,R)) ∼= Λ(h1, h2, . . . , hq)
where hi denotes the “transgression class” of the Chern polynomial ci, so has graded
degree 2i− 1. It satisfies the differential identity d(hi⊗ 1) = 1⊗ ci as noted below.
The Lie algebra cohomology relative to the group O(q) of orthogonal matrices has
DGA model
H∗(gl(q,R), O(q)) ∼= Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hq′)
where q′ is the greatest odd integer ≤ q.
The secondary classes for foliations (whose normal bundle is not assumed to be
trivial) arise from the DGA complex
WOq = Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hq′)⊗ R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q
where q′ is the greatest odd integer ≤ q. The differential on WOq is defined by the
relations d(hi ⊗ 1) = 1⊗ ci and d(1⊗ ci) = 0.
The monomials hI ∧ cJ = h11 ∧ · · ·hiℓ ∧ c
j1
1 · · · c
jq
q such that
(6.2) i1 < · · · < iℓ , |J | = j1 + 2j2 + · · ·+ qjq ≤ q , i1 + |J | > q
are closed in WOq, and they span the cohomology H
∗(WOq) in degrees greater
than 2q. The Vey basis of H∗(WOq) is a subset of these (cf. [36, 111, 141, 204]).
Let ∇F denote a Bott connection on Q with curvature 2-form ΩF . Chern-Weil
theory yields the characteristic DGA homomorphism ∆F : I(gl(q,R)) → Ω∗(M),
where ∆F (ci) = ci(Ω
F ) ∈ Ω2i(M). For i = 2j, the closed differential form ∆F (c2i)
of degree 4i is a representative of the ith Pontrjagin class pi(Q) of Q.
Extend ∆F to a DGA homomorphism ∆F : WOq → Ω∗(M) where ∆F (h2i−1) ∈
Ω4i−1(M) is a transgression class for ∆F (c2i−1). The induced map in cohomology,
∆∗F : H
∗(WOq)→ H
∗(M ;R), depends only on the concordance class of F .
For the case of codimension-one foliations, ∆F (h1) =
1
2πη ∈ Ω
1(M) is the Reeb
class introduced before, and so ∆F (h1 ⊗ c1) =
1
4π2 η ∧ dη ∈ Ω
3(M) represents the
Godbillon-Vey class.
For foliations of codimension greater than one, the secondary classes of F are
spanned by the images ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ), where hI ∧ cJ satisfies (6.2).
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When the normal bundle Q is trivial, the choice of a framing, denoted by s, enables
the definition of additional secondary classes. Define the DGA complex
Wq = Λ(h1, h2, . . . , hq)⊗ R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q
where R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q is the truncated polynomial algebra, truncated in graded
degrees greater than 2q. The monomials hI ∧cJ = h11 ∧· · ·hiℓ ∧c
j1
1 · · · c
jq
q satisfying
(6.2) are closed, and they span the cohomology H∗(Wq) in degrees greater than 2q.
The data (F , s,∇F) determine a map of differential algebras ∆F ,s : Wq → Ω∗(M).
The induced map in cohomology, ∆∗F ,s : H
∗(Wq) → H
∗(M), depends only on the
homotopy class of the framing s and the framed concordance class of F .
A monomial hI ∧ cJ ∈ WOq or Wq is said to be residual if the degree of the Chern
component cJ is 2q. That is, if |J | = q. These are the classes that define generalized
measures on the σ-algebra B(F) (see §7). A special case of these are the generalized
Godbillon-Vey classes, of the form ∆∗F(h1 ∧ cJ). The usual Godbillon-Vey class is
GV (F) ≡ ∆∗F (h1 ∧ c
q
1) ∈ H
2q+1(M ;R).
There are natural restriction maps R : WOq+1 → WOq and R : Wq+1 → Wq. The
images of these maps in cohomology with degree greater than 2q are called the rigid
secondary classes, so called because they are constant under 1-parameter deforma-
tions of the given foliation [139, 141]. The only known examples of foliations
with non-zero rigid classes are a set of examples constructed by the author in
[151, 154] using homotopy methods. The examples realize classes in the image
of R∗ : H∗(Wq+1) → H∗(Wq) – no examples are known of foliations for which the
classes in the image of R∗ : H∗(WOq+1)→ H∗(WOq) are non-trivial.
The above constructions are “functorial”, hence induce universal characteristic
maps. This is described very nicely in Lawson [205]:
Theorem 6.4. Let q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2. There are well-defined characteristic maps
∆∗ : H∗(WOq) → H
∗(BΓrq)
∆∗s : H
∗(Wq) → H
∗(FΓrq)
whose constructions are “natural”. That is, given a codimension-q, Cr-foliation F ,
the classifying map ∆∗F : H
∗(WOq)→ H
∗(M ;R) satisfies the universal property:
H∗(BΓrq;R)
❄✑
✑
✑✸
h∗F
∆∗
∆∗F
H∗(WOq) −→ H∗(M ;R)
A similar conclusion holds for foliations with framed normal bundles.
The study of the universal maps ∆∗ and ∆∗s has been the primary source of infor-
mation, beyond Theorem 4.3, about the (non-trivial) homotopy types of BΓrq and
FΓrq for r ≥ 2. The outstanding problem is to show:
Conjecture 6.5. For q ≥ 2 and r ≥ 2, the maps ∆∗ and ∆∗s are injective.
There was some hope that Conjecture 6.5 had been proved in 1977, based on a
construction given by Fuks [95, 96, 97]. The basic idea was to start with the
fact that the continuous cohomology version of the universal maps is known to be
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injective [31, 121], so one “only needs to construct appropriate homology cycles”
to detect these continuous cohomology classes, in a fashion similar to the situation
for the locally homogeneous examples discussed below. It remains an open problem
whether the method of proof sketched out in these notes by Fuks can be filled in.
Next, we survey some of the explicit constructions of foliations for which the char-
acteristic maps ∆∗F and ∆
∗
F ,s are non-trivial. There are two general methods which
have been employed, along with a few exceptional approaches.
The original example of Roussarie [113], and its extensions to codimension q > 1,
start with a semi-simple Lie group G. Choose closed subgroups K ⊂ H ⊂ G, with
K compact. Then G/K is foliated by the left cosets of H/K. Choose a cocompact,
torsion-free lattice Γ ⊂ G, then the foliation of G/K descends to a foliation F on
the compact manifold M = Γ\G/K which is a locally homogeneous space. The
calculation of the secondary invariants for such foliations then follows from explicit
calculations in Lie algebra cohomology, using Cartan’s approach to the cohomology
of homogeneous spaces. Examples of this type are studied in [15, 94, 182, 184,
185, 186, 187, 254, 257, 258, 290, 291, 292, 326]. For example, Baker shows
in [15]:
Theorem 6.6. Let q = 2m > 4. Then the set of classes
{h1h2hi1 · · ·hik ∧ c
q
1;h1h2hi1 · · ·hik ∧ c
q−2
1 c2 | 2 < i1 < · · · < ik ≤ m}
in H∗(Wq) map under ∆
∗ to linearly independent classes in H∗(FΓq;R).
The non-vanishing results of Kamber and Tondeur follow a similar format, but are
more extensive, as given in Theorem 7.95 of [185] for example. The conclusion of
all these approaches is to show that the universal maps ∆∗ and ∆∗s are injective on
various subspaces of H∗(WOq) and H
∗(Wq).
The second approach to constructing foliations with non-trivial secondary classes
uses the method of “residues”. The concept of a residue dates back to Grothendieck;
its application to foliations began with vector-field residue theorems of Bott [26,
27], Baum and Cheeger [18], and Baum and Bott [17]. Heitsch developed the
residue theory for smooth foliations [140, 141, 142, 143] which was essential to
his calculations of the non-vanishing of the secondary classes for codimension q ≥ 3.
We describe the basic idea of the construction of the Heitsch examples, simplifying
somewhat (see [144] for a nice description of these examples.) Again, start with a
semi-simple Lie group G, a compact subgroup K ⊂ G, and a cocompact, torsion-
free lattice Γ ⊂ G. We require one more piece of additional data: a representation
ρ : Γ → GL(q + 1,R) such that the induced action of Γ on Rq+1 commutes with
the flow ϕλ on R
q+1 of a “radial” vector field ~vλ on R
q+1 where λ is some multi-
dimensional parameter. The simplest example might be to let ~vλ = r∂/∂r be the
standard Euclidean radial vector field, but any vector field which commutes with
the action, vanishes at the origin, and the quotient space Rq+1/ϕλ ∼= Sq will work.
Form the associated flat bundle E = (G/K × Rq+1)/Γ, which has a foliation Fρ
whose leaves are coverings of G/K. The codimension of this foliation is q+1. Now
form the quotient manifold M = E/ϕλ which is diffeomorphic to an S
q-bundle over
B = Γ\G/K. The foliation Fρ descends to a foliation denoted by Fλ on M .
The diffeomorphism class of the quotient manifold M is independent of ~vλ, but
the foliations Fλ need not be. The secondary classes of Fλ are calculated using
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the residues at the zero set of the zero-section of E → B for the induced vector
field ~vλ on E. Note that by assumption, this zero set equals the vanishing locus
of ~vλ. By various clever choices of the vector field ~vλ and groups K ⊂ G, one
then obtains that the secondary classes of Fλ are non-zero. Moreover, and perhaps
the fundamental point, is that collections of secondary classes for the family Fλ of
foliations can vary independently with the multi-variable parameter λ. One note
about this construction, is that it works starting with codimension q ≥ 3.
For the case of q = 2, Rasmussen [267] modified the construction by Thurston of
codimension-one foliations with varying Godbillon-Vey class [296]. Thurston’s con-
struction used the weak-stable foliation of the geodesic flow on a compact Riemann
surface (with boundary) of constant negative curvature. Rasmussen extended these
ideas to the case of compact hyperbolic 3-manifolds. He showed there exists families
{Fλ | λ ∈ R} of smooth foliations in codimension-2 for which the secondary classes
∆Fλ(h1 ∧ c21),∆
Fλ(h1 ∧ c2) ∈ H5(M ;R) vary continuously and independently.
Together, these examples yield that for a fixed collection of classes in the image of
∆∗, there are continuous families of cycles hFλ : M → BΓq such that the evaluation
of these fixed secondary classes on the cycles defined by the Fλ varies continuously.
Thus, H∗(BΓq;Z) must be a truly enormous integral homology group!
The Thurston examples give 1-parameter family of foliations Fλ on S3, for which
the evaluation map GV (Fλ) : H3(S3;Z) → R has continuous image. However, the
constructions for codimension q > 1 discussed above yield information on the groups
H∗(BΓq;Z), but no direct information about the homotopy groups π∗(BΓq).
There is a second approach to constructing examples of foliations with non-trivial
secondary classes, developed by the author [150, 151, 154, 172]. The idea is to
use knowledge of the homotopy theory of FΓrq to deduce from the construction of
examples above, the existence of “classifying maps” hF ,s : S
n → FΓrq for which ∆F ,s
has “continuously varying” non-trivial images in π∗(BΓq). Then by Thurston’s
Existence Theorem 4.2, one concludes that hF ,s is homotopic to the classifying
map of some foliation F on M . Hence, one obtains for codimension q > 1, that
there exists families of foliations {Fλ} on spheres Sn, where n ≥ 2q + 1, with
continuously varying secondary classes, and also continuously varying Whitehead
products of these classes [120, 150, 283]. This method provides absolutely no
insight into the geometry or dynamics of the foliations Fλ so obtained.
Here are two typical results: let {h1 ∧ c
2
1, h1 ∧ c2} ⊂ H
5(W2) denote the Vey basis
for degree 5.
Theorem 6.7 (Theorem 2.5, [154]). Evaluation of the universal cohomology classes
{∆∗(h1 ∧ c21),∆
∗(h1 ∧ c2)} ⊂ H5(BΓ2;R) on the image π5(BΓ2)→ H5(BΓ2;Z) de-
fines a surjection of abelian groups
(6.3) {∆ ∗ (h1 ∧ c
2
1),∆ ∗ (h1 ∧ c2)} : π5(BΓ2)→ R⊕ R
For each q > 1, there exists sequences of non-negative integers {vq,ℓ} (defined in
§2.8 of [154]) with the properties:
(1) For q = 2, lim
k→∞
v2,4k+1 =∞, with v2,4k+1 > 0 for all k > 0;
(2) For q = 3, lim
k→∞
v3,3k+1 =∞, with v3,3k+1 > 0 for all k > 0;
(3) For q > 3, lim
ℓ→∞
vq,ℓ =∞.
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Theorem 6.8 (Hurder [150, 154]). For q > 1 and ℓ > 2q, there is an epimorphism
of abelian groups
(6.4) h∗ : πn(BΓ
r
q)→ R
vq,ℓ
The maps h∗ are defined in terms of the dual homotopy invariants of [150], and
the integers {vq,ℓ} are the ranks of various free graded Lie algebras in the minimal
model for the truncated polynomial ideal R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q.
One conclusion of all these results is that the secondary classes measure some
uncountable aspect of foliation geometry. What that is, remains to be determined;
but without a doubt, the homotopy groups π∗(BΓ
r
q), r ≥ 2, are fantastically large.
What is striking, looking back at the roughly 10 years between 1972 and 1982
during which this problem was actively researched, is how limited the types of
examples discovered proved to be. All of the “explicit constructions” of foliations
in the literature with non-trivial secondary characteristic classes are either locally
homogeneous, or deformations of locally homogeneous actions; essentially, they are
all generalizations and/or modifications of the original example of Roussarie for the
Godbillon-Vey class in codimension-one.
Certain special classes of foliations have their own theory of secondary invariants, as
well as dynamical properties. For example, a foliation F is said to be Riemannian
[119, 270, 271, 229, 230] if there is a Riemannian metric on the transversal T
of section 2 for which all of the holonomy transformations hj,i are isometries. All
of the secondary classes in H∗(Wq) vanish for Riemannian foliations with framed
normal bundles. However, if the truncation degree used in the construction of the
DGS complex Wq is reduced from 2q to the exact codimension, q, then there is a
modified construction of secondary classes for Riemannian foliations with framed
normal bundles, yielding a map of complexes ∆: H∗(RWq)→ H∗(M ;R) [183, 185,
206, 207, 233, 252, 327, 329]. The author proved that the associated universal
map of secondary invariants for Riemannian foliations is injective in [152]. The
work of the author with To¨ben [175] establishes relations between the values of
these classes and the dynamical properties of Riemannian foliations.
A foliation F is said to be transversally holomorphic if there is an integrable complex
structure on the transversal T of section 2 for which all of the holonomy transfor-
mations hj,i are holomorphic. This class of foliations was introduced by Haefliger
in [119], and properties of their classifying spaces have been studied by Adachi [2],
Haefliger et al [127, 128], and Landweber [203]. The theory of secondary classes
for transversally holomorphic foliations is much richer than for “real” foliations,
as pointed out by Kamber-Tondeur [185]. Rasmussen [266] and the author [153]
gave non-vanishing results for various subsets of their secondary invariants. More
recently, Asuke has studied their secondary classes in much greater depth, and
also related to the values of certain of the secondary invariants to the dynamical
properties of the foliations [8, 9, 10, 11, 11, 13].
Transversally conformal and transversely projective foliations provide yet another
subclass of foliations, whose characteristic classes have been investigated, along with
their specialized dynamical properties [1, 6, 7, 19, 242, 243, 293, 295, 315, 328].
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7. Localization and the Weil measures
Localization is a property of the residual secondary classes, apparently unique to
the theory of characteristic classes for foliations, and a distinct phenomenon from
residue theory. In essence, it states that if hI∧cJ ∈ WOq is a residual class and E ∈
B(F), then there is a well-defined restriction ∆∗F (hi∧cJ )|E ∈ H
∗(M ;R). Moreover,
this restriction is countably additive, and vanishes if E has Lebesgue measure zero.
Finally, the value of ∆∗F(hi ∧ cJ)|E can be estimated using the dynamical and
ergodic theory properties of F|E. Localization principles first appeared in the
study of the Godbillon-Vey class for codimension-one foliations in the 1970’s, and
was a key point in Duminy’s proof of Theorem 1.1. See §2 of [162] for a survey of
its development for codimension-one foliations; details are in Heitsch-Hurder [145].
Assume that both M and the normal bundle Q are oriented, so there exists a
positively oriented, decomposable q-form ω on M which defines F . Let A∗(M,F)
denote the ideal in Ω∗(M) generated by ω : Aq+ℓ(M,F) = {ω ∧ ψ | ψ ∈ Ωℓ(M)}.
By the Frobenius Theorem, A∗(M,F) is a differential ideal, whose cohomology
is denoted by H∗(M,F) = H∗(A∗(M,F), d). Let [M ] ∈ Hn(M ;Z) denote the
fundamental class of M .
Recall from §6 that the secondary classes arise from the cohomology of the complex
WOq = Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hq′)⊗ R[c1, c2, . . . , cq]2q
The choice of a Bott connection on Q defines a DGA map ∆F : WOq → Ω
∗(M).
The idea of the Godbillon and Weil functionals is to separate the roles of the forms
∆F(hi) and ∆F(ci) in the definition of ∆(hI ∧ cJ), and then study the special
properties of the forms ∆F (hI).
The first basic result is as follows. Given E ∈ B(F), let χE denote its charac-
teristic function. For each monomial hI ∈ Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hq′), with degree ℓ, let
φ ∈ An−ℓ(M,F) and E ∈ B(F), define
(7.1) χE(hI)[φ] =
∫
E
∆F (hI) ∧ φ ≡
∫
M
χE ·∆F (hI) ∧ φ
Theorem 7.1 (Heitch-Hurder [145]). Let F be a Cr foliation for r ≥ 2. Sup-
pose that dφ = 0. Then χE(hI)[φ] depends only on the cohomology class [φ] ∈
Hn−ℓ(M,F), and is independent of the choice of the Bott connection ∇F .
That is, for each E ∈ B(F) there is a well-defined continuous linear map
χE(hI) : H
n−ℓ(M,F)→ R
Moreover, the correspondence E 7→ χE(hI) defines a countably additive measure
(7.2) χ(hI) : B(F)→ Homcont(H
n−ℓ(M,F),R) ≡ Hn−ℓ(M,F)∗
which vanishes on sets E ∈ B(F) with Lebesgue measure zero.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 uses the Leafwise Stokes’ Theorem, Proposition 2.6 of
[145], and basic techniques of Chern-Weil theory.
Definition 7.2. χ(hI) is called the Weil measure on B(F) corresponding to hI ∈
WOq. The Godbillon measure on B(F) is the functional gE = χE(h1).
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Theorem 7.1 enables us to define the localization of the residual secondary classes.
Let hI ∧ cJ ∈ WOq be a residual class, hence |cJ | = 2q. Then the closed form
∆F(cJ ) ∈ A2q(M,F), and ∆F (hI ∧ cJ ) ∈ A2q+ℓ(M,F) where hI has degree ℓ.
Let ψ ∈ Ωn−2q−ℓ(M) be a closed form, then χE · ∆F (cJ) ∧ ψ is a closed Borel
form of top degree on M , and its integral over the fundamental class [M ] equals
χE(hI)[∆F (cJ ) ∧ ψ], which depends only on [ψ] ∈ Hn−2q−ℓ(M ;R).
Definition 7.3. The localization of ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ ) ∈ H
2q+ℓ(M ;R) to E ∈ B(F) is
the cohomology class ∆∗F(hI ∧ cJ)|E ∈ H
2q+ℓ(M ;R) defined by Poincare´ Duality
for M and the linear functional
[ψ] 7→ χE(hI)[∆F (cJ) ∧ ψ] , [ψ] ∈ H
n−2q−ℓ(M ;R)
We can now state the localization principle for the residual secondary classes.
Corollary 7.4. Suppose that {Eα ∈ B(F) | α ∈ A} form a disjoint countable
decomposition of M into foliated Borel subsets. Then for each residual class hi∧cJ
we have
(7.3) ∆∗F(hI ∧ cJ) =
∑
α∈A
∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ)|Eα
In particular, if χEα(hI) = 0 for each α ∈ A, then ∆
∗
F (hI ∧ cJ) = 0.
The formula (7.3) demands that we ask, what determines the values of the terms
∆∗F(hI ∧cJ )|Eα in the sum? One partial answer is that the dynamics of F|Eα gives
estimates for the values of the Weil measures χEα(hI).
8. Foliation time and distance
A continuous dynamical system on a compact manifoldM is a flow ϕ : M×R→M ,
where the orbit Lx = {ϕt(x) = ϕ(x, t) | t ∈ R} is thought of as the time trajectory
of the point x ∈ M . The trajectories are points, circles or lines immersed in M ,
and ergodic theory is the study of their aggregate and statistical behavior.
In foliation dynamics, the concept of time-ordered trajectories is replaced by multi-
dimensional futures for points, the leaves of F . Ergodic theory of foliations asks for
properties of the aggregate and statistical behavior of the collection of its leaves.
One of the key points in the development of foliation dynamics in the 1970’s was
the use of leafwise distance as a substitute for the “time” in a dynamical system
defined by a flow or a map; distance along a leaf measures how far we can get along
a leaf in a given time, hence provides a substitute for “dynamical time”.
Recall that the pseudogroup GF is generated by the set G
(1)
F = {hj,i | (i, j) admissible}.
Definition 8.1. For Id 6= γ ∈ ΓxF , the word length ‖γ‖x is the least m so that
γ = [gim ◦ · · · ◦ gi1 ]x where each giℓ ∈ G
(1)
F
If γ is the germ of the identity map at x, then set ‖γ‖x = 0.
Word length is a measure of the “time” required to get from x to a point y ∈ O(x)
following a path which has the same germinal holonomy at x as γ. Thus, even if
x = y, so that x is a fixed-point for the action of some g ∈ GF where γ = [g]x, the
“time” required to get from x to y need not be zero.
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Let L˜x denote the holonomy covering of the leaf Lx through x, endowed with the
Riemannian metric lifted from the induced metric on Lx. Then the factorization
γ = [gim ◦ · · · ◦ gi1 ]x as above defines a piecewise differentiable path in L˜x from
the lift x˜ ∈ L˜x to a well-defined point y˜ ∈ L˜x. Let σex,ey : [0, 1] → L˜x be the
distance-minimizing geodesic from x˜ to y˜. Denote its length by ‖σex,ey‖.
Proposition 8.2. There exists constants 0 < C1 ≤ C2, which depend only on the
choice of Riemannian metric on M and the foliation covering U , such that
C1 · ‖σex,ey‖ ≤ ‖γ‖x ≤ C2 · ‖σex,ey‖
That is, the word length on ΓxF is quasi-isometric to the geodesic length function
on the holonomy cover L˜x.
There is an alternate notion of “time” for the leaves of a foliation, based on the
distance function on leaves. Recall that the equivalence relation defined by F on
T is the set RF = {(x, y) | x ∈ T , y ∈ Lx∩T }. In essence, the equivalence relation
forgets the information of which leafwise path is taken from x to y, and uses only
that there is some path. There is a natural map s × r : ΓF → RF , and the fiber
(s× r)−1(x, x) = Γx,xF is the holonomy group of the leaf Lx at x, by definition.
Definition 8.3. For (x, y) ∈ RF , the distance dR(x, y) is the least m so that
y = gim ◦ · · · ◦ gi1(x) where each giℓ ∈ G
(1)
F
Set dR(x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ T .
Given (x, y) ∈ RF let σx,y → Lx be the distance-minimizing leafwise geodesic from
x to y. Set dF (x, y) = ‖σx,y‖. We then have an estimate in terms of the leafwise
distance function dF , using the same constants as in Proposition 8.2.
Proposition 8.4. There exists constants 0 < C1 ≤ C2, which depend only on the
choice of Riemannian metric on M and the foliation covering U , such that
C1 · dF (x, y) ≤ dR(x, y) ≤ C2 · dF (x, y)
The distance functions on ΓF and RF are related by:
Proposition 8.5. Let (x, y) ∈ RF , then
dR(x, y) = inf {‖γ‖ | γ ∈ Γ
x,y
F }
In particular, if Lx is a leaf without holonomy, then dR(x, y) = ‖γ‖x for γ ∈ Γ
x,y
F .
Both notions of “foliation time” – Definitions 8.1 and 8.3 – appear in the literature.
Plante’s definition of the growth of leaves in foliations used the leafwise distance
function [259, 260, 262, 263]. The leafwise distance function also is used in the
work by Connes, Feldman and Weiss [65] on their study of amenable equivalence
relations, and in the work by the author with Katok [169].
On the other hand, the word metric on ΓF is crucial, for example, in the study of
amenable groupoids, as in Anantharaman-Delaroche and Renault [5]. The groupoid
ΓF appears naturally in the study of non-commutative geometry associated to a
foliation [64], and here again the groupoid metric plays a fundamental role.
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9. Orbit growth and the Følner condition
One of the most basic invariants of foliation dynamics is the growth rates of orbits.
References for this section are Plante’s original article [263], and §1.3 of [169] for
the properties of metric equivalence relations. The survey [160] discusses quasi-
isometry invariants for foliations in a much broader context.
Given x ∈ T and a positive integer ℓ > 0, let
(9.1) BR(x, ℓ) = {y ∈ O(x) | dR(x, y) ≤ ℓ}
The first remark is that it does not matter here whether we use the distance function
dR(x, y) or the the norm ‖γ‖x on Γ
x,y
F to define the “balls” BR(x, ℓ); Proposition 8.5
implies that we get the same sets. Thus, the notation with subscript R is justified
– these sets are inherent for the equivalence relation RF .
Definition 9.1. Gr(R, x, ℓ) = #BR(x, ℓ) is the growth function of x ∈ T .
The growth rate function on T is defined by:
(9.2) gr(R, x) = lim sup
ℓ→∞
ln{Gr(R, x, ℓ)}
ℓ
Recall that U = {ϕi : Ui → In | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is our covering ofM by foliation charts.
Introduce the number
cat(GF ) = max
1≤i≤k
#{Uj | Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅}
Note that Gr(R, x, ℓ) ≤ cat(GF )ℓ, hence gr(R, x) ≤ ln{cat(GF )}.
Also note that Gr(R, x, ℓ) is a bounded function exactly when O is a finite set, in
which case Gr(R, y, ℓ) is bounded for all y ∈ O(x) and the leaf Lx is compact.
Proposition 9.2. The growth rate function satisfies:
(1) For all (x, y) ∈ RF , gr(R, x) = gr(R, y).
(2) gr(R, x) is a Borel function on T , hence is a.e. constant on ergodic sub-
sets.
(3) There is a disjoint Borel decomposition
T = BR ∪ SR ∪ FR where
• BR = {x ∈ T | #OR <∞} (bounded orbits)
• SR = {x ∈ T − B | gr(R, x) = 0} (slow orbit growth)
• FR = {x ∈ T | gr(R, x) > 0} (fast orbit growth)
(4) The saturations of these sets yields a disjoint Borel decomposition
M = BF ∪ SF ∪ FF
which is independent of the choices of Riemannian metric on M , and the
choice of foliation charts for F . Moreover: BF consists of the compact
leaves of F ; SF consists of non-compact leaves with subexponential growth;
FF consists of leaves with (possibly non-uniform) exponential growth.
Note that none of the three Borel sets BR, SR or FR need be closed. In fact, a
key (and usually difficult) problem in foliation dynamics is to understand how the
closures of these sets intersect.
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When the foliation F is defined by a flow, every leaf either is a closed orbit, hence
of bounded growth, or is a line so has linear, hence subexponential growth. The
presence of leaves with exponential growth rates for foliations can only occur when
the leaves have dimension at least two. It was observed already in various works
in the 1960’s that the existence of leaves of exponential growth for foliations make
the study of foliation dynamics “exceptional” [158, 261, 262, 272, 274, 275].
Given two increasing functions of the natural numbers, f, g : N → [0,∞), we say
that f . g if there exists A > 0 and B ∈ N+ such that
f(n) ≤ A · g(B · n) , for all n ∈ N
This defines an equivalence relation, and the equivalence class of f , denoted by [f ],
is called its growth type.
The growth type of x ∈ T is the growth type of the function Gr(R, x, ℓ). The
function x 7→ [Gr(R, x, ℓ)] is constant on each orbit O(x). This invariant of orbits
(and correspondingly of leaves of foliations) was introduced by Hector [135] (see also
Hector-Hirsch [138]). A remarkable construction of Hector [135] yields a foliation
of codimension-one on a compact 3-manifold for which the leaves have a continuum
of growth types!
While the growth rate function gr(R, x) is constant on ergodic components of R,
the properties of the growth type function are not well-understood. For example,
given x ∈ T , one can ask how the growth type function behaves when restricted
to the closure of its orbit, O(x). For codimension-one, C2-foliations, the relation
between growth types and orbit closures has been extensively studied [49, 50, 52,
53, 135, 136, 260, 262, 264, 276, 310, 311, 312, 313].
Finally, we mention that there is yet another growth invariant one can associate to
the growth function, the polynomial growth rate (see §1.3 of [169]):
Definition 9.3. The polynomial growth rate function on T is defined by:
(9.3) p(R, x) = lim sup
ℓ→∞
ln{Gr(R, x, ℓ)}
ln{ℓ}
≤ ∞
The orbit O(x) has polynomial growth rate of degree p(R, x) if p(R, x) <∞. Let
P(R, r) = {x ∈ T | p(R, x) ≤ r}
The polynomial growth rate function has properties similar to that of the growth
rate function: it is a Borel function, constant on orbits, and hence a.e. constant
on ergodic components of R. Clearly, if p(R, x) < ∞ then x ∈ BR ∪ SR. If F is
defined by the locally-free action of a connected, nilpotent Lie group G on M , then
p(R, x) ≤ p(G) for all x ∈ T , where p(G) is the integer polynomial growth rate
of G for a left-invariant metric. The examples in [135] have leaves of fractional
polynomial growth rates, showing that the properties of the leaves with polynomial
growth rates is again a subtle subject. Foliations with orbits having polynomial
growth rates have been investigated by Egashira [79, 80, 81] and Badura [14].
Next consider the relation between the growth rates of orbits, the existence of
invariant measures for GF , and the Følner condition. The seminal paper in this
area was the 1957 work by Schwartzman [281], but owes its modern development
to Plante [263] and Ruelle & Sullivan [273].
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For each x ∈ BR, one defines a GF -invariant, Borel probability measure µx on T .
Given a continuous function f : T → R, set
µx(f) =
1
#O(x)
∑
y∈O(x)
f(y)
It is obvious that µx = µy for all y ∈ O(x), and so µx is GF -invariant.
For each x ∈ SR, one can also define a GF -invariant, Borel probability measure
µ∗x on T , but this requires a more subtle averaging process. Given a continuous
function f : T → R, set
(9.4) µℓx(f) =
1
#BR(x, ℓ)
∑
y∈BR(x,ℓ)
f(y)
Then µℓx is a Borel probability measure on T , but need not be GF -invariant.
Theorem 9.4 (Plante [263], Ruelle-Sullivan [273]). Let µ∗x be a weak-* limit of
the sequence {µℓx | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .} in the unit ball of the dual of C(T ). Then µ
∗
x is
a GF -invariant, Borel probability measure on T . Moreover, the support of µ∗x is
contained in the orbit closure O(x).
Note that in general, the weak-* limit of a bounded sequence in the dual space
C(T )∗ need not be unique. Thus, associated to each x ∈ T there may be more
than one limiting invariant measure µ∗x. For example , one may have a leaf L
of subexponential growth rate of a foliation F , so that the ends of L limit to
distinct compact leaves of F , and that the choice of the converging subsequence of
the sequence of probability measures {µℓx} yields invariant measures supported on
distinct compact leaves. Of course, more sophisticated examples are possible, but
this simplest case shows the basic idea.
Generically, one expects that the measure µ∗x is singular with respect to Lebesgue
measure on T . By definition, for a Borel subset E ⊂ T , the measure µ∗x(E) depends
on the rates of accumulation of points in the balls BR(x, ℓ) near the set E. In
other words, µ∗x(E) depends on the asymptotic properties of the ends of the leaf
Lx near the set EF . The problem to determine the support of a transverse, GF -
invariant measure has been studied for codimension-one foliations of 3-manifolds
[48, 49, 310, 313].
The averaging formula (9.4) is a special case of the Følner condition. Given a subset
S ⊂ O(x), the “boundary” of S is defined by
(9.5) ∂S ≡ {x ∈ S | dR(x,O(x) \ S) = 1} ∪ {y ∈ O(x) \ S) | dR(y, S) = 1}
For example, note that ∂BR(x, ℓ) ⊂ BR(x, ℓ+1) and BR(x, ℓ− 1)∩∂BR(x, ℓ) = ∅.
Hence,
(9.6) ∂BR(x, ℓ) ⊂ BR(x, ℓ+ 1) \BR(x, ℓ − 1)
Definition 9.5. A sequence of finite subsets {Sℓ ⊂ O(x) | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .} is said to
be a Følner sequence for the orbit O(x) if for all ℓ ≥ 1,
(9.7) Sℓ ⊂ Sℓ+1 , O(x) =
∞⋃
ℓ=1
Sℓ , lim
ℓ→∞
#∂Sℓ
#Sℓ
= 0
It is an easy exercise using (9.6) to show:
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Proposition 9.6. Let x ∈ SR, then the sequence {BR(x, ℓ) | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .} is a
Følner sequence for O(x).
Note that it is possible for x ∈ FR and yet O(x) admits a Følner sequence. The
standard example if for the leaves of a foliation defined by the locally free action of
a non-unimodular solvable Lie group.
Now, let S = {Sℓ | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .} be a Følner sequence for O(x), and given a
continuous function f : T → R, set
(9.8) µℓS(f) =
1
#Sℓ
∑
y∈Sℓ
f(y)
Then Theorem 9.4 admits a generalization.
Theorem 9.7 (Goodman-Plante [114]). Let S = {Sℓ | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .} be a Følner
sequence for O(x). Let µ∗S be a weak-* limit of the sequence {µ
ℓ
S | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .}
of Borel probability measures on T . Then µ∗S is a GF -invariant, Borel probability
measure on T . Moreover, the support of µ∗S is contained in the closure O(x).
Finally, we give a generalization of these ideas, with applications to the study of
dynamics of minimal sets.
Proposition 9.8 ([168]). Suppose that K ⊂ T is a closed saturated subset such
that for all ℓ > 0, there exists xℓ ∈ K for which gr(R, xℓ) < 1/ℓ. Then there exists
a GF -invariant, Borel probability measure µ
∗ on T with support in K.
Corollary 9.9. Suppose that K ⊂ T is a closed saturated subset such that there is
no GF -invariant, Borel probability measure µ∗ supported on K. Then there exists
λK > 0 so that for all x ∈ K, gr(R, x) ≥ λK . 
Proof of Proposition 9.8: We are given that for each ℓ ≥ 1
gr(R, xℓ) = lim sup
i→∞
ln{Gr(R, xℓ, i)}
i
< 1/ℓ
Hence, there exists iℓ such that
#{BR(xℓ, iℓ + 1) \BR(xℓ, iℓ − 1)}
#BR(xℓ, iℓ)
≤ 1/ℓ
Then by (9.6) we have that
#∂BR(xℓ, iℓ)
#BR(xℓ, iℓ)
≤ 1/ℓ
Given a continuous function f : T → R, set
µℓ(f) =
1
#BR(xℓ, iℓ)
∑
y∈#BR(xℓ,iℓ)
f(y)
Let µ∗ be a weak-* limit of the sequence {µℓ | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .}. Then µ∗ is a GF -
invariant, Borel probability measure with support in K. 
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10. Cocycles over metric equivalence relations
In this section, we consider the properties of cocycles over the groupoid ΓF and
the equivalence relation RF . The importance of this data for the secondary classes
is seen intuitively, when we consider the derivative cocycle D : ΓF → GL(q,R)
introduced in §3. In essence, this is just the holonomy transport data for the Bott
connection ∇F restricted to leaves of F . The cocycle records the linear structure
of the groupoid ΓF along paths in leaves. Thus, for x ∈ T , the cocycle data
D : ΓxF → GL(q,R) gives a family of linear approximations to the action of ΓF
along the orbit O(x). The values of the Weil measures of a set E ∈ B(F) can be
estimated by these approximations.
We begin with some general considerations. Let G be a Polish group, equipped with
a metric dG; in particular, let G be a closed subgroup of the matrix group GL(q,R)
equipped with a left invariant metric. A Borel (measurable) G-cocycle over ΓF is
a Borel (measurable) map φ : ΓF → G which satisfies the cocycle equation,
(10.1) φ(γ2 · γ1) = φ(γ2) · φ(γ1) , for all γ1 ∈ Γ
x,y
F , γ2 ∈ Γ
y,z
F
In formal terms, a cocycle is a functor from the small category ΓF to the category
with one object, whose group of morphisms is G.
We also consider cocycles φ : RF → G over the equivalence relation RF . Via the
map (s × r) : ΓF → RF each cocycle over RF defines a cocycle over ΓF . In fact,
the cocycles obtained in this way are exactly those φ : ΓF → G which are trivial on
the holonomy groups Γx,xF for all x ∈ T .
Recall that two cocycles, φ, ψ : ΓF → G are cohomologous if there exists a Borel
(measurable) map f : T → G such that
(10.2) ψ(γ) = f(y)−1 · φ(γ) · f(x) , for all γ ∈ Γx,yF
The map f is called the coboundary (or transfer function) between the cocycles
φ and ψ. The equivalence class of a G-cocycle φ is denoted by [φ], and the set
of equivalences classes is denoted by H1(ΓF ;G). If G is abelian, this is a group.
Note that the cohomology set H1(ΓF ;G) usually depends strongly on the notion
of equivalence, whether we allow Borel, measurable or only smooth coboundaries.
One of the fundamental points of cocycle theory in dynamical systems is that
because the cocycles are Borel functions (or possibly measurable functions where
sets of measure zero can be neglected) and the coboundaries are of the same type,
means that the cohomology set H1(ΓF ;G) is a dynamical (or ergodic) property
of the system. The goal is to find normal forms for the cocycle, and then deduce
dynamical implications from it.
The use of cocycles to study problems in ergodic theory was pioneered by Mackey
in two seminal papers [211, 212], where they were called “virtual representations”,
and used to construct unitary representations for Lie groups. Subsequent applica-
tions of cocycle theory to the study of group actions on manifolds lies behind some
of the deepest results in the field; two of the original references remain the best,
the books by Schmidt [280] and Zimmer [334]; see also Margulis [214].
For example, cocycle theory is a fundamental aspect of the Oseledets Theorem
[250], which given a C1+α-diffeomorphism f : N q → N q and an invariant proba-
bility measure µ, yields a “diagonal” canonical form for the derivative cocycle Df
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a.e. with respect to µ. The diagonal entries of this normal form are called the
Lyapunov spectrum of f over µ. Pesin theory then uses this normal form to deduce
dynamical properties of the map f (see [250, 255, 195]). Katok’s celebrated paper
[193] provides the model application of this technique. For further discussion, see
for example the recent text Barreira and Pesin [16]. The use of Oseledets The-
ory and Pesin Theory for the analysis of the transverse dynamics of foliations was
introduced by the author in the paper [157].
A key technical aspect in Oseledets Theory is the growth rate of a cocycle φ defined
over metric equivalence relations.
Assume that G ⊂ GL(m,R) is a linear group. Fix a left-invariant metric ρ on G,
or possibly a pseudo-metric ρ such that the set G0 = {g ∈ G | ρ(Id, g) = 0} is
compact. For example, define the pseudo-norm, for A ∈ GL(m,R),
(10.3) |A| = max{ln ‖A‖, ln ‖A−1‖}
where ‖A‖ denotes the usual matrix norm, ‖A‖ = sup
06=~v∈Rm
‖A~v‖/‖~v‖.
Define ρ(A,B) = |A−1 · B|, which is a left-invariant pseudo-metric. Note that
ρ(Id,A) = 0 precisely when ‖A‖ = 1 = ‖A−1‖, which implies that A is orthogonal.
Definition 10.1. Let c > 0 and E ∈ B(F). The G-cocycle φ : ΓEF → G is c-
tempered on E, if for all x ∈ E,
(10.4) |φ(γ)| ≤ c · ‖γ‖x , γ ∈ Γ
x
F
Definition 10.2. Let b > 0 and E ∈ B(F). The G-cocycle φ : ΓEF → G has
exponential type b on E if for all x ∈ E,
(10.5) lim sup
ℓ→∞
max{|φ(γ)| for γ ∈ ΓxF , ‖γ‖x ≤ ℓ}
ℓ
≤ b
and b is the least such b ≥ 0 such that (10.5) holds. If b = 0, then we say that φ
has subexponential type on E.
The following is an immediate consequence of the definitions. Let E ∈ B(F).
Lemma 10.3. If φ is c-tempered on E, then φ has exponential type b ≤ c on E.
We now turn the discussion to the properties of the derivative cocycle. Recall there
is given an identification TxT ∼= Rq. Given γ ∈ T
x,y
F choose g ∈ GF such that
γ = [g]x. Set Dγ = Dx(g) : TxT → TyT , which yields Dγ ∈ GL(q,Rq). By the
Chain Rule, the map D : ΓF → GL(q,Rq) is a cocycle.
Let Hol0(F) ⊂ T denote the set of points without holonomy. That is, x ∈ Hol0(F)
if the set Γx,xF contains only the germ of the identity. Epstein, Millett and Tischler
proved in [85] that Hol0(F) is a dense Gδ in T . In particular, Hol0(F) ∈ B(F).
Let Hol1(F) ⊂ T denote the set of points with trivial linear holonomy. That is,
x ∈ Hol1(F) if for each γ ∈ Γ
x,x
F the derivative map Dγ is the identity.
Proposition 10.4 (Hurder-Katok, Proposition 7.1, [169]). Hol1(F) ∈ B(F) is a
set of full measure. That is, the set of points x ∈ T for which there exists γ ∈ Γx,xF
with Dγ 6= Id is a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero.
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Proof: Let g ∈ GF . Define Fix(g) = {x ∈ D(g) | g(x) = x} ⊂ T . Let x ∈ Fix(g)
be a point of Lebesgue density 1. Then for any vector ~v ∈ TxRq there exists a
sequence {yℓ | yℓ 6= x, yℓ ∈ Fix(g)} such that yℓ → x and limits from the direction
of ~v. As g(yℓ) = yℓ, this implies that Dx(g)(~v) = ~v. Hence, the subset {x ∈ Fix(g) |
Dx(g) 6= Id} has Lebesgue measure zero. As GF is countably generated by the
compositions of the elements of G
(1)
F , this implies that the set of points in T for
which there is some γ ∈ Γx,xF with Dγ 6= Id has Lebesgue measure 0. 
Corollary 10.5. There exists Z ∈ B(F) with full measure such that for all x ∈ Z,
the map D : ΓxF → GL(q,R) is determined by the endpoints (x, y) ∈ RF .
Define a new cocycle D̂ : ΓxF → GL(q,R) by setting D̂γ = Dγ if γ ∈ Γ
x
F and
x ∈ Hol1(F), and D̂γ = Id otherwise. Then D̂ is a cocycle which depends only on
the value (s×r)(γ) ∈ RF , hence can be considered as a cocycle over the equivalence
relation. Note that D and D̂ differ at most on a set of Lebesgue measure 0.
The point of this modification procedure, is that there it is often possible to prove
the derivative cocycle D has exponential type b on the subset Z of Corollary 10.5,
or some other structure theorem holds for D on Z. Via the above modification, one
can then assume this structure holds for all of T .
The Radon-Nikodym cocycle is defined by ν(γ) = ln{det(Dγ)}. That is, ν : ΓF → R
is the additive cocycle obtained from the volume expansion of the transverse linear
holonomymaps, and as such, is an important aspect of the dynamics of the foliation.
A basic observation in [156] is that the properties of this cocycle connect together
the Godbillon measure on B(F) and the growth rates of the leaves of F . The key
technical result is as follows:
Theorem 10.6 (Theorem 4.3, Hurder [156]). There exists Eν ∈ B(F) with Eν ⊂
BR ∪ SR of full relative Lebesgue measure, such that ν(γ) = ln{det(Dγ)} has
exponential type 0 on Eν . In particular, if the set FF of leaves with exponential
growth type has Lebesgue measure zero, then ν(γ) has exponential type 0 almost
everywhere on T .
A version of this result can be found in the monograph [280] for the case of a Z
action on a compact manifold. The proof for pseudogroup actions involves greater
technical complications, although the principle of the proof remains the same: if
the orbits of a pseudogroup on a set E ∈ B(F) with positive measure have subex-
ponential growth rate, then there is “no room at infinity” for there to be a subset
of E with positive Lebesgue measure having exponential growth type b > 0.
11. Amenable foliations
The concept of amenable equivalence relations in the measurable setting was intro-
duced by Zimmer [331], as an analog for the concept of a hyperfinite equivalence
relation [77, 198, 284]. A celebrated result of Connes, Feldman and Weiss [65]
proved that an amenable equivalence relation is generated by a single transforma-
tion. The properties of amenable groupoids in the topological setting is a related
but less well understood theory [5]. In this section, we recall results of Zimmer
about the applications of amenability to the structure theory of measurable cocy-
cles, and the applications of this theory to foliations.
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Let X be a compact convex space, and G = Aut(X) be the group of affine auto-
morphisms of X . Given E ∈ B(F) and a GF -quasi-invariant measure µ for which
µ(E) = 1, the equivalence relation REF is µ-amenable if, given any such X and
cocycle φ : REF → Aut(X), there exists a µ-measurable section h : E → X such that
for all (x, y) ∈ REF ,
φ(x, y) · h(x) = h(y)
That is, for the fiberwise action of REF on the sections of the bundle E ×X → E
defined by the cocycle φ, there exists a “global fixed-point” – the section h.
For a finitely generated group Γ, the existence of a Følner sequence for Γ, equipped
with the word metric, is equivalent to the group Γ being amenable [115, 256].
Every continuous action of an amenable group on a compact metric space, ϕ : Γ×
Y → Y , generates an equivalence relation Rϕ which is µ-amenable for any Γ-quasi-
invariant Borel probability measure on Y (see [5]). Moreover, a Følner sequence
for Γ generates an orbit-wise “uniform Følner sequence” for Rϕ.
Kaimanovich observed that for a general equivalence relations, amenability is no
longer characterized by the existence of orbit-wise Følner sequences [190], although
the two concepts are still closely related. (See also [4, 43, 60, 65], and the recent
work of Rechtman [269].) For the converse, one needs a strong form of “uniform
Følner sequences” on the orbits O(x) for x ∈ E to obtain that REF is amenable. For
example, if E ⊂ BR ∪ SR then each orbit admits such a uniform Følner sequence.
Proposition 11.1 ([169, 190, 284]). Let E ∈ B(F) with E ⊂ BR ∪ SR. Then
REF is amenable with respect to any GF -quasi-invariant measure µ.
The Roussarie foliation is amenable [39], but every leaf has exponential growth.
More generally, suppose that F is defined by a locally free action of an amenable Lie
group H on M , then RF is amenable. If the parabolic subgroup H has exponential
growth type, then every leaf of F will have exponential growth type.
Suppose that Fϕ is obtained via the suspension of a C1-action ϕ : Γ × N → N ,
where Γ is a finitely generated group and N is a closed q-dimensional manifold.
As remarked above, if Γ is an amenable group, then RFϕ is always an amenable
equivalence relation. For Γ a word-hyperbolic group, hence non-amenable, Adams
proved in [3] that the group action defines an amenable equivalence relation if N is
homeomorphic to the boundary of Γ. The Roussarie example is also of this type.
Let H ⊂ GL(q,R) be an amenable subgroup. Then the linear action of H on Rq
preserves a flag
{0} = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vk = R
q
such that the induced action on each quotient Vi/Vi−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k preserves a
positive-definite inner product, up to similarity. It follows that H is conjugate to
a subgroup of a maximal parabolic subgroup of GL(q,R), which is the maximal
subgroup of GL(q,R) preserving a “standard flag”,
{0} ⊂ Rm1 ⊂ Rm2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Rmk = Rq
wheremi = dimVi, and which acts via R×O(mi−mi−1) on the quotientRmi/Rmi−1 .
There are 2q conjugacy classes of maximal parabolic Lie subgroups of GL(q,R),
which we label Hi ⊂ GL(q,R) for i ∈ Iq = {1, 2, . . . , 2q}.
One of the basic applications of amenability to cocycle theory is given by the fol-
lowing result of Zimmer:
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Theorem 11.2 (Zimmer [332, 334]). Let (X,R) be an ergodic amenable discrete
equivalence relation, with respect to a quasi-invariant measure µ. Let G be a real
algebraic group. Then for every cocycle φ : R → G, there is an amenable subgroup
Hφ ⊂ G and a cocycle ψ : R → Hφ which is µ-measurably cohomologous to φ in G.
Given E ∈ B(F), the restricted equivalence relation REF admits an ergodic de-
composition E = ∪α∈AXα. Theorem 11.2 can then be applied to each Xα to
conclude that the restriction of the derivative cocycle D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) to Xα is
cohomologous to a cocycle with values in one of the canonical amenable subgroups
Hi ⊂ GL(q,R). This defines the measurable function σ : E → Iq, where x ∈ Xα
implies that D̂|Xα is conjugate to a cocycle with values in Hσ(x). These are the
ingredients of the proof of the following result from [169]:
Theorem 11.3 (Corollary 3.3, [169]). Let E ∈ B(F) and assume that REF is an
amenable equivalence relation with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let D̂ : REF →
GL(q,R) be the restriction of the modified derivative cocycle. Then there exists
• a measurable selection function σ : E → Iq
• a cocycle ψ : REF → GL(q,R) such that for (x, y) ∈ R
E
F , ψ(x, y) ∈ Hσ(x)
• a cohomology f : E → GL(q,R) between ψ and D̂ : REF → GL(q,R).
Moreover, it can be assumed that ψ is c-tempered for some c > 0.
The consequences of Theorem 11.3 for the dynamical properties of F in E are not
well-understood. However, it is known to have strong consequences for the values of
the Weil measures of E. This follows from a basic result about the relation between
Lie algebra cohomology, continuous cohomology, and H∗(gl(q,R), O(q)):
Proposition 11.4 (Proposition 3.8, [155]). Let
χ : Hℓ(gl(q,R), O(q)) ∼= Λ(h1, h3, . . . , hq′)→ H
ℓ
cont(H)
be the characteristic homomorphism induced from the inclusion H ⊂ GL(q,Rq),
where H∗cont(H) denotes the continuous cohomology of H. If H is amenable, the χ
is the zero map for ℓ > 1.
From this we conclude:
Theorem 11.5 (Theorem 3.5, [169]). Let E ∈ B(F) be such that REF is an
amenable equivalence relation with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then for all classes
hI ∈ Hℓ(gl(q,R), O(q)) with ℓ > 1, the Weil measure χE(hI) = 0.
This suggest another fundamental decomposition of the space T , defined a.e. with
respect to Lebesgue measure:
(11.1) T = AR ∪KR
where AR is the maximal subset E ∈ B(F) such that REF is amenable, and KR
is the complement. In terms of the von Neumann algebra M∗(RF ) associated to
RF the decomposition (11.1) corresponds to a decomposition of M∗(RF ) into its
injective and non-injective summands [64].
It would be very interesting to understand better the foliation dynamics in both
invariant subsets of (11.1). For example, the main result of [155] states:
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Theorem 11.6 (Theorem 1, [155]). Let F be a Cr-foliation, for r ≥ 2. Suppose
there exists x ∈ T such that the image D : Γx,xF → GL(q,R) is not an amenable
group. Then Lx is in the closure of the set FF of leaves with fast growth.
Does a similar conclusion hold for subsets E ∈ B(F) such that the range of
D : REF → GL(q,R) is not amenable? This is related to the question whether
Theorem 11.2 is true for Borel sets, and not just as a measurable decomposition.
12. Transverse infinitesimal expansion
We introduce a basic invariant of the derivative cocycle, which measures the degree
of asymptotic infinitesimal expansion of D : ΓF → GL(q,R) along an orbit.
Definition 12.1. The transverse expansion rate function for ΓF at x is
(12.1) e(ΓF , ℓ, x) = max
γ∈Γx
F
‖γ‖x≤ℓ
{
ln
(
max{‖Dγ‖, ‖(Dγ)−1‖}
)
ℓ
}
Note that e(ΓF , ℓ, x) is a Borel function on T , as each norm function ‖Dγ‖ is
continuous for x ∈ D(g) where g ∈ GF with γ = [g]x and the maximum of Borel
functions is Borel.
Definition 12.2. The asymptotic transverse expansion rate at x is
(12.2) e(x) = e(ΓF , x) = lim sup
ℓ→∞
e(ΓF , ℓ, x) ≥ 0
The limit of Borel functions is Borel, and each e(ΓF , n, x) is Borel, hence e(ΓF , x)
is Borel. Note that (12.2) is just a pointwise version of the estimate (10.5) which
appears in Definition 10.2. The value e(x) can be thought of as the maximal
Lyapunov exponent of the transverse holonomy at x.
Lemma 12.3. Suppose that (x, y) ∈ RF , then e(x) = e(y).
Proof: Let γ ∈ Γz,yF and γ
′ ∈ Γx,zF with ‖γ
′‖x = 1. Note that
‖γ‖z − 1 ≤ ‖γ
′ · γ‖x ≤ ‖γ‖z + 1
and use the estimates, for A,B ∈ GL(q,R), ‖A‖ · ‖B‖−1 ≤ ‖B · A‖ ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖B‖,
where A = (Dzγ)
±1 and B = (Dγ′)±1. 
The following is the precise statement of Theorem 1.3 of the Introduction.
Theorem 12.4 (Hurder [168]). Let F be a C1-foliation on a compact manifold M .
Then M has a decomposition into disjoint subsets of B(F), M = EF ∪ PF ∪HF ,
which are the saturations of the sets defined by:
(1) Elliptic: ER = {x ∈ T | ∀ n ≥ 0, e(ΓF ,m, x) ≤ κ(x)}
(2) Parabolic: PR = {x ∈ T \ER | e(ΓF , x) = 0}
(3) Hyperbolic: HR = {x ∈ T | e(ΓF , x) > 0}
Note that x ∈ ER means that the holonomy homomorphism D : ΓxF → GL(q,R)
has bounded image. The constant κ(x) = sup{‖Dγ‖ for γ ∈ ΓxF}.
Note that the dynamics of a matrix A ∈ GL(q,R) acting on Rq is divided into three
types: elliptic (or isometric); parabolic (or distal); and partially-hyperbolic, when
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there is a non-unitary eigenvalue. The nomenclature in Theorem 12.4 reflects this:
The elliptic points are the points of T where the infinitesimal holonomy transport
“preserves ellipses up to bounded distortion”; that is, it is measurably isometric.
The parabolic points are where the infinitesimal holonomy acts similarly to that of
a parabolic subgroup of GL(q,R); for example, the action is infinitesimally distal.
The hyperbolic points are where the the infinitesimal holonomy has some degree
of exponential expansion. Perhaps more properly, the set HR should be called
“non-uniform, partially-hyperbolic” points; but hyperbolic is suggestive enough.
13. Foliation entropy
The geometric entropy of the foliation pseudogroup, h(GF ), was introduced by
Ghys, Langevin and Walczak [109] in 1988. Their definition is a generalization
of the Bowen definition of topological entropy for a map [38]. The study of the
properties of h(GF ) has been one of the major motivating concepts in foliation
dynamics, much as topological entropy has been a central focus for the study of
the dynamics of a diffeomorphism f : N → N for the past 50 years. We will also
introduce a new concept, called the local entropy of the pseudogroup GF and relate
it to both h(GF ) and to the dynamical invariants introduced previously.
Let X ⊂ T . We say that S = {x1, . . . , xℓ} ⊂ X is (k, ǫ)-separated for GF and X if
∀ xi 6= xj , ∃ g ∈ G|X such that dT (g(xi), g(xj)) ≥ ǫ, where ‖g‖ ≤ k
Here, ‖g‖ ≤ k means that g can be written as a composition of at most k elements
of the generating set G
(1)
F of GF . Then set
(13.1) h(GF , X, k, ǫ) = max #{S | S ⊂ X is (k, ǫ)− separated}
When X = T , set h(GF , k, ǫ) = h(GF , T , k, ǫ).
Definition 13.1 (Ghys, Langevin andWalczak [109]). Let GF be a Cr-pseudogroup,
for r ≥ 1. The geometric entropy of GF on X ⊂ T is
(13.2) h(G, X) = lim
ǫ→0
{
lim sup
k→∞
ln{h(GF , X, k, ǫ)}
k
}
The geometric entropy of F is defined to be h(F) ≡ h(GF , T ).
One of the fundamental points about the definition of h(GF ) is that the definition
of ǫ-separated sets in (13.1) is based on the groupoid distance function, and the
normalizing denominator is the groupoid distance, rather than the number of points
in a ball of radius k as was used in other approaches to defining topological entropy
for group actions. With this modification of the usual definition, h(GF ) <∞ when
GF is a C1-pseudogroup. Moreover, h(GF ) is positive for many examples; it reflects
expansive or chaotic behavior in the dynamics of GF .
For a given foliation F , the value of h(GF ) for the associated pseudogroup GF
depends strongly on the choice of the covering of M by foliation charts. Ghys,
Langevin and Walczak show in [109] that the property that h(GF ) > 0 is inde-
pendent of the choice of covering, so we may speak of a foliation F with positive
geometric entropy.
One of the main results in [109], Theorem 6.1, is a characterization of the C2-
foliations of codimension-one with h(F) > 0 – such foliations must have a resilient
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leaf. Recall that x ∈ T is resilient if there exists g ∈ GF with x ∈ D(g), g(x) = x,
and g is a local one-sided contraction at x, such that the orbit O(x) intersects the
domain of the contraction in some point other than x. The proof of Theorem 6.1
in [109] relies on subtle properties of the theory of levels for C2-foliations; this is
discussed further in the text by Candel and Conlon [46].
Ghys, Langevin and Walczak show in [109] another remarkable result:
Theorem 13.2 (Theorem 5.1, [109]). Let K ∈ B(F) be a closed subset, with
h(GF ,K) = 0. Then there exists a GF -invariant Borel probability measure µ with
support in K.
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 9.8, but more delicate.
One of the basic results about the topological entropy h(f) of a C2-diffeomorphism
f : N → N , is the entropy formula of Margulis [215], Pesin [255] and Man˜e´ [213].
These formulas estimate h(f) in terms of the Lyapunov spectrum of f with respect
to a “sufficiently regular” ergodic invariant measure µ for f . No analogs of these
results have been established for the geometric entropy h(GF ); the author’s paper
[157] sketched an approach to proving such formulas, but this aspect of the study of
foliation dynamics via cocycles remains to be proven. Proving this formula appears
difficult, based on the currently available techniques.
The local geometric entropy of GF is a variant of h(GF ,K). Brin & Katok introduced
in [41] the concept of local measure-theoretic entropy for maps. The concept of local
entropy, as adapted to geometric entropy, is very useful for the study of foliation
dynamics. For example, it is used to establish the relationship between h(GF ) and
the transverse Lyapunov spectrum of ergodic invariant measures for the leafwise
geodesic flow (see Theorem 18.3 below.)
Recall that in the definition (13.1) of (k, ǫ)-separated sets, the separated points
can be restricted to a given subset X ⊂ T , where the set X need not be assumed
saturated. If we take X = B(x, δ) ⊂ T , the open δ–ball about x ∈ T , then we
obtain a measure of the amount of “expansion” by the pseudogroup in an open
neighborhood of x. Perform the same double limit process as used to define h(GF )
for the sets B(x, δ), but then also let the radius of the balls tend to zero, to obtain:
Definition 13.3 (Hurder, [168]). The local geometric entropy of GF at x is
(13.3) hloc(GF , x) = lim
δ→0
{
lim
ǫ→0
{
lim sup
n→∞
ln{h(GF , B(x, δ), k, ǫ)}
k
}}
The local entropy has some very useful properties, which are elementary to show.
For example, we have:
Proposition 13.4 ([168]). Let GF a C1-pseudogroup. Then hloc(GF , x) is a Borel
function of x ∈ T , and hloc(GF , x) = hloc(GF , y) if (x, y) ∈ RF . Moreover,
(13.4) h(GF ) = sup
x∈T
hloc(GF , x)
It follows that there is a disjoint Borel decomposition into GF -saturated subsets
(13.5) T = ZR ∩CR
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where CR = {x ∈ T | h(GF , x) > 0} consists of the “chaotic” points for the action,
and ZR = {x ∈ T | h(GF , x) = 0} are the tame points. Here is a corollary of
Proposition 13.4:
Corollary 13.5. h(GF ) > 0 if and only if CR 6= ∅.
Here are two typical results from [168] about local entropy:
Theorem 13.6. Let K ∈ B(F) be a GF -minimal set such that hloc(GF , x) > 0 for
some x ∈ K. Then K ∩HR 6= ∅.
Theorem 13.7. Let GF a C1-pseudogroup. Then
(13.6) h(GF ) = sup
x∈NW(F)
hloc(GF , x)
In particular, h(GF ) = h(GF ,NW(F)).
One of the basic problems is to characterize the set CR of chaotic points. For
example, suppose E ∈ B(F) and E ⊂ HR. If E has positive Lebesgue measure,
must E∩CR be a large set? It seems likely that the closure E must contain chaotic
points, with hloc(GF , x) > 0. Must such points be dense in E?
14. Tempering cocycles
The results of the last sections discussed how dynamical properties of a foliation F
translate into properties of the normal derivative cocycle,D : ΓF → GL(q,R). Some
hypotheses on the dynamics, such as amenability or wandering on a subset E ∈
B(F), imply that the cocycle D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) is cohomologous to a tempered
cocycle with values in a subgroup H ⊂ GL(q,R), where H is amenable, or even
the trivial subgroup. Other hypotheses on the dynamics, such as subexponential
growth or zero transverse expansion rate on a subset E ∈ B(F), imply that the
cocycle D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) has estimates on its asymptotic growth.
Recall that the cocycle D : REF → GL(q,R) is the leafwise data contained in the
Bott connection for the normal bundle of F restricted to E, and so has applications
to calculating the secondary invariants of F derived from the Bott connection. The
first step in making these applications was the observation in the work of Heitsch
and the author [145], that the proof of Theorem 7.1 shows that the Weil measures
depend only on the measurable cohomology class of the normal derivative cocycle.
This means that in calculating the transgression factor in the residual secondary
classes of F , we are allowed to use a measurable (but leafwise smooth!) normal
framing of Q that is adapted to the dynamics. For example, when F is amenable
on E, we can change the normal framing of Q|E so that D̂|E takes values in an
amenable subgroup of GL(q,R) and hence the higher Weil measures must vanish.
This is the basis for the proof of Theorem 11.5.
The second technical observation is that if for all ǫ > 0, a measurable framing of
Q|E can be chosen so that D̂|E is equivalent to a cocycle with uniformly small
norm less that ǫ, then the Weil measures must be zero on E. This was shown for
the Radon-Nikodym cocycle in [145], and for the full normal cocycle in [169]. The
problem then becomes to use asymptotic information about the norms of a cocycle
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to obtain a cohomologous cocycle which satisfies uniform estimates. This is done
via tempering procedures.
As mentioned in section 10, the Pesin Theory of a diffeomorphism f : N q → N q
uses tempering to convert the asymptotic information obtained via the Oseledets
Theorem applied to the derivative cocycle of Df : N ×Z→ GL(q,R), into uniform
estimates on the derivative of f . The work of Katok and the author [169] introduced
analogous tempering procedures for measured equivalence relations.
Definition 14.1. A cocycle φ : ΓEF → GL(q,R) is well-tempered on E ∈ B(F) if
for all ǫ > 0, there is a measurable coboundary fǫ : E → GL(q,R) such that the
cohomologous cocycle ψǫ = f
−1
ǫ · φ · fǫ satisfies
(14.1) |ψǫ(γ)| ≤ ǫ · ‖γ‖x , for all x ∈ E , γ ∈ Γ
x
F
The tempering procedure for cocycles introduced in [169] applied to the orbits of
subexponential growth yields:
Theorem 14.2. Let E ⊂ BR ∪SR. Suppose that φ : ΓEF → GL(q,R) has exponen-
tial type 0. Then φ is well-tempered.
This result combined with Theorem 10.6 yields
Corollary 14.3. Let Eν ⊂ BR ∪ SR be the set of full relative measure as in
Theorem 10.6. Then the Radon-Nikodym cocycle ν : REνF → R is well-tempered.
The tempering procedure in [169] (see also Stuck [288]) can at best yield c-
tempered cocycles where c is greater than the growth rates of the leaves in E,
which is why there is the restriction E ⊂ BR ∪ SR in Theorem 14.2. A new tem-
pering procedure was introduced in the work of Langevin and the author [171]
which removed this restriction for cocycles with values in R. One can show using
a combination of the tempering methods of Hurder & Katok [169] and Hurder &
Langevin [171] the following general result:
Theorem 14.4. [168] Suppose that φ : ΓEF → GL(q,R) has exponential type 0, for
E ∈ B(F). Then φ is well-tempered.
15. Secondary classes and dynamics
We have now exhibited six dynamically-defined decompositions of M :
M = MI ∪MII ∪MIII – M-vN type (Equation 3.3)
= W(F) ∪NW(F) – wandering (Section 3)
= BF ∪ SF ∪ FF – growth (Theorem 9.2.4)
= AF ∪KF – amenable (Equation 11.1)
= EF ∪PF ∪HF – expansion (Theorem 12.4)
= ZF ∪CF – local entropy (Equation 13.5)
Of course, these are not independent, and there are multiple relations between the
sets in these decompositions, some of which have been discussed previously.
In this section, we discuss the localizations of the residual secondary classes to the
sets appearing in these decomposition schemes. This gives a summary of the results
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to date regarding how the secondary classes of a C2-foliation are “determined” by
its dynamics. One of the main points of this paper is that these decomposition
schemes provide a framework for classifying foliations by their dynamics.
Note that all of the following results are true for arbitrary codimension q ≥ 1, and
the dynamical aspects of the conclusions generally hold for C1-groupoids; or for
Cr-groupoids with r > 1 if the particular proof relies upon the existence of “stable
manifolds” via Pesin Theory.
Proposition 15.1 ([145, 156]). Let E ∈ B(F). Suppose that the restriction of
the modified derivative cocycle D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) is cohomologous to the identity
cocycle. Then χE(hI) = 0 for all hI .
The idea of the proof is that if D̂ is cohomologous to a identity cocycle, then there
is a measurable framing of the normal bundle to F , which is smooth long leaves,
such that the parallel transport of the Bott connection becomes the identity map.
Hence, the leafwise flat classes of the Bott connection are trivial, which implies that
the Weil measures are zero.
Here is an application of this result:
Theorem 15.2. For each monomial hI the Weil measure hE(hI) = 0 for all E ⊂
W(F). Hence, the localizations of the residual secondary classes to the wandering
set of F always vanish.
Proof: D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) is cohomologous to the identity for all E ⊂ W(F).
That is, the normal bundle Q|W(F) admits a measurable framing which is parallel
for the Bott connection. Now apply Theorem 15.1. 
It follows that residual secondary classes for F , such as the generalized Godbillon-
Vey classes, are supported on the non-wandering set of F , hence we obtain:
Corollary 15.3. If F has some residual secondary class ∆∗F(hI ∧ cJ) 6= 0, then
the non-wandering set NW(F) has positive Lebesgue measure.
Consider the Radon-Nikodym cocycle, ν : ΓF → R, where ν(γ) = ln{det(Dγ)}.
Theorem 15.4 (Theorem 4.1, [156]). Let E ∈ B(F), and suppose the restriction
ν : REF → R is well-tempered. Then the Godbillon measure gE = χE(h1) vanishes.
In particular, this holds for the set Eν ⊂ BR∪SR of Theorem 10.6 by Corollary 14.3.
We thus have a generalization of the Moussu-Pelletier and Sullivan Conjecture to
foliations of codimension q ≥ 1:
Theorem 15.5 ([171, 168]). Let F be a C1-foliation of codimension q ≥ 1. If E ∈
B(F) has non-zero Weil measure, χE(hI) 6= 0 for some hI , then the intersection E∩
HR has positive Lebesgue measure. In particular, if some generalized Godbillon-Vey
class ∆∗F (h1 ∧ cJ) ∈ H
2q+1(M ;R) is non-zero, then the leaves FF with exponential
growth for F must have positive Lebesgue measure.
Corollary 15.6. Let F be a C2-foliation of codimension q. If some residual sec-
ondary class ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ) ∈ H
∗(M ;R) is non-zero, then the set of leaves HF with
non-trivial asymptotic expansion has positive Lebesgue measure.
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The conclusion that E ⊂ HF has positive Lebesgue measure has strong conse-
quences for the dynamics of the orbits in E. This will be discussed in §18.
Finally, consider the relation between amenability and the values of the secondary
classes. The following is an “integrated” version of Theorem 11.5:
Theorem 15.7 (Theorem 3.5, [169]). Let E ∈ B(F) and suppose that the restricted
equivalence relation REF is amenable with respect to Lebesgue measure. For each
monomial hI of degree ℓ > 1, the Weil measure χE(hI) = 0. In particular, if some
residual secondary class ∆∗F(hI ∧ cJ) ∈ H
2q+ℓ(M ;R) is non-zero, for ℓ > 1, then
there must exist a set E ∈ B(F) with positive Lebesgue measure, such that REF
is non-amenable. Hence, the von Neumann algebra M∗(RF ) of the equivalence
relation RF contains a factor which is not injective.
The hyperfiniteness condition is briefly discussed in §1.9 of [169], and much more
thoroughly by Connes in Section 4.γ, pages 50–59 of [64].
We summarize these various results. First we discuss the the Godbillon-Vey classes
for codimension q ≥ 1, so that the following is the most general answer to the
Conjecture of Moussu & Pelletier and Sullivan:
Theorem 15.8. Suppose that F is a C2-foliation with non-trivial generalized
Godbillon-Vey class ∆∗F(h1 ∧ cJ) ∈ H
2q+1(M ;R). Then:
(1) the non-wandering set NW(F) has positive Lebesgue measure;
(2) the set of leaves with fast growth type, FF , has positive measure;
(3) the set HF has positive measure;
(4) M∗(R) contains a factor of type III.
In fact, ∆∗F(h1 ∧ cJ ) is supported on the intersection NW(F) ∩ FF ∩HF ∩MIII
which therefore must have positive Lebesgue measure. Moreover, for every point
x ∈ NW(F) ∩ FF ∩ HF ∩ MIII with positive Lebesgue density and every open
neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ T , the closure U contains points y ∈ U with positive local
entropy, h(GF , y) > 0.
Next, we discuss the dynamical implications of the existence of non-trivial residual
classes of higher degree, for q > 1.
Theorem 15.9. Suppose that F is a C2-foliation with non-trivial residual sec-
ondary class ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ ) ∈ H
2q+ℓ(M ;R) for ℓ > 1. Then:
(1) NW(F) has positive measure;
(2) HF has positive measure;
(3) the non-amenable component, KF , has positive measure;
(4) M∗(R) contains a factor of which is not injective.
In fact, ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ ) is supported on the intersection NW(F) ∩HF ∩ AF which
therefore must have positive Lebesgue measure.
Thus, ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ ) 6= 0 implies there is a Borel subset E ∈ B(F) with positive
Lebesgue measure such that E all points in E are non-wandering, have positive
asymptotic expansion, and the normal linear holonomy cocycle D : REF → GL(q,R)
has non-amenable algebraic hull. Given this information, the following seems to be
surely true:
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Conjecture 15.10. Let F be a C2-foliation. If ∆∗F (hI ∧ cJ ) ∈ H
2q+ℓ(M ;R) is
non-zero, for some class hi ∧ cJ with ℓ > 1 and |J | = q, then h(F) > 0.
There are many classes of foliations for which the dynamics are not “chaotic”, but
they are not known to be trivial as cycles in BΓrq or FΓ
r
q for r > 1. For example,
if F is a foliation of codimension q > 1 for which all leaves are compact, so that
M = BF , and the normal bundle Q is framed, then it is not even known if the
classifying map hF ,s : M → FΓ2q is homotopically trivial. More generally, if F is a
foliation with all leaves proper, then all residual secondary invariants of F vanish,
yet almost nothing is known of their classifying maps. For example, one question
is whether there are (as yet unknown) cohomology or other homotopically-defined
invariants of foliations which detect the homotopy class of the classifying maps for
proper foliations.
In following sections, we examine several classes of non-trivial foliation dynamics,
organized by the classification scheme of Theorem 12.4. The range of examples,
results and questions provide further motivation for the study of foliation dynamics;
the examples themselves are fascinating, and only partly understood at present.
16. Elliptic foliations
A foliation F is said to be elliptic if M = EF . Riemannian foliations provide
the most obvious examples of elliptic foliations, but there are many other types of
examples. All residual secondary classes vanish for elliptic foliations.
Let Sq ⊂ GL(q,R) denote the convex cone of symmetric, positive definite matrices.
Given E ∈ B(F), a Borel inner product on Q|E → E is a Borel map S : E → Sq.
That is, for x ∈ E, the inner product on TxT ∼= Rq is given by 〈~v, ~w〉x = ~vt ·Sx · ~w.
We say that F is a Riemannian foliation if there is a smooth Riemannian metric on
T so that the action of the pseudogroup GF on T consists of local isometries with
respect to this metric [119, 270, 271]. That is, there is a smooth map S : T → Sq
such that for all γ ∈ Γx,yF and all ~v, ~w ∈ TxT we have
(16.1) 〈~v, ~w〉x = 〈Dγ(~v), Dγ(~w)〉y , for all ~v, ~w ∈ TxT
The choice of a continuous orthonormal framing f : T → GL(q,R) for the inner
products Sx defines a bounded cohomology of D : ΓF → GL(q,R) to a cocycle with
values in O(q). Thus, if F is a Riemannian foliation, then EF = T .
Given E ∈ B(F), we say that F is a Borel Riemannian foliation on E if there a
Borel map S : E → Sq such that for x ∈ E and all γ ∈ Γ
x,y
F then (16.1) is satisfied.
This is equivalent to saying that the restricted cocycleDE : ΓEF → GL(q,R) is Borel
cohomologous to a cocycle with image in the orthogonal group O(q). If F is a Borel
Riemannian foliation on E, then clearly E ⊂ EF . For E = T , we say that F is a
Borel Riemannian foliation.
We say that F is ameasurable Riemannian foliation if there is a conull set E ∈ B(F)
such that F is a Borel Riemannian foliation on E. That is, there exists a saturated
subset X ⊂M of Lebesgue measure zero, such that the restriction of Q to M −X
admits a holonomy invariant Borel inner product. We mention examples later in
this section of how such foliations arise in dynamical systems.
Theorem 16.1. F is a Borel Riemannian foliation on EF .
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The proof is based on a combination of standard techniques, which we briefly recall.
Let E ∈ B(F), and let S : E → Sq be a Borel family of inner products.
Given a linear map L : TxT ∼= Rq → TyT ∼= Rq, represented by a matrix A ∈
GL(q,R), we get an induced inner product on TxT ,
〈~v, ~w〉′x = 〈A~v,A~w〉y = ~v
tAt · Sy · A~w = ~v
t · S′x · ~w
where S′x = A
tSyA. The map A 7→ A
tSxA defines a right action of GL(q,R) on
the symmetric matrices.
Given γ ∈ Γx,yF then Dγ : TxT → TyT which induces
Dγ∗(Sy) = (Dγ)
tSy(Dγ) ∈ Sq
Now let S be the standard inner product on Rq, so that Sx = Id for all x ∈ E.
Then Dγ∗(Id) = (Dγ)t(Dγ).
The assumption x ∈ EF implies the set {Dγ | γ ∈ ΓxF} ⊂ GL(q,R) is bounded for
the norm defined by (10.3) in §10, hence
Mx = {(Dγ)
t(Dγ) | γ ∈ ΓxF} ⊂ Sq
is a bounded subset of the convex space Sq. Let C(x) ⊂ Sq denote the compact
convex hull ofMx and S′x ∈ Sq the center of mass for C(x). Note that S
′
x depends
continuously on the hull Mx which in turn is a Borel function of x, as this was
assumed for the given inner product S.
For δ ∈ Γz,xF and γ ∈ Γ
x,y
F , then γ ◦ δ ∈ Γ
z,y
F , and we calculate
Dδ∗((Dγ)t(Dγ)) = (Dδ)t(Dγ)t(Dγ)(Dδ) = (D(γ ◦ δ))t(D(γ ◦ δ))
Thus, Dδ∗C(x) = C(z), hence Dδ∗S′x = S
′
z so that S
′ : E → Sq satisfies (16.1).

One of the remarkable accomplishments in foliation theory during the 1980’s was
the almost complete classification of Riemannian foliations of closed manifolds – at
least in principle [123, 229, 230].
In contrast, the more general class of elliptic foliations is not well understood. First,
we note that for neither case, when F is a Borel nor a measurable Riemannian
foliation, does it necessarily follow that F is Riemannian foliation. The examples
below illustrate this.
There are many examples of foliations for which there exists E ∈ B(F) such that
F is a Borel Riemannian foliation on E. For example, suppose that W(F) 6= ∅.
Then for each x ∈ W(F) ∩ T , there is an open ball U = BT (x, ǫ) ⊂ W(F) such
that all g ∈ GF with x ∈ D(g) and [g]x 6= Id, then g(U ∩ D(g)) ∩ U = ∅. Select
an inner product SU : U → Sq, then its translates via the relation (16.1) defines an
inner product on the saturation, S : UR → Sq. This yields a holonomy invariant
Riemannian metric on UF , so that UF ⊂ EF . The metric on UR extends to a
Borel family of inner products on T , which if the orbit O(x) is infinite, cannot
be extended or modified to yield a smooth Riemannian metric on T if O(x) is
infinite. To see this, note that a invariant continuous Riemannian metric yields a
GF -invariant continuous volume form on T , for which T has finite total volume.
But if O(x) is an infinite orbit, then UR has infinite volume for any GF -invariant
continuous volume form, which would yield a contradiction.
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A Denjoy foliation F of T2 provides a concrete illustration of the above remarks.
(See page 108, [46] or page 26, [294] for constructions and properties of the Denjoy
examples.) We suppose F has an exceptional minimal set K ⊂ T2, whose comple-
ment U = T2 \ K is an open foliated product. The leaves in the complement U
admit a cross-section, hence lie in EF . On the other hand, the leaves in the minimal
set must also lie in EF , as otherwise there would exists a fixed-point for GF with
linearly contracting holonomy [275, 274, 158]. Thus, the Denjoy examples are
elliptic foliations, but obviously are not Riemannian foliations.
The Reeb foliation F of S3 is an elliptic foliation. There is one compact toral leaf,
L ∼= T2, all of whose holonomy is one sided. This implies that the linear holonomy
of the compact leaf is trivial, hence L ⊂ EF . The leaves of F in each component of
the complement S3 \L fiber over a closed transversal, hence by the above remarks,
they also belong to EF .
On the other hand, one can construct Reeb foliations of T2, for which there are
closed leaves of F with two-sided holonomy given by linear contractions. Such circle
leaves with contracting linear holonomy clearly lie in HF , and in fact, their union
is all of HF . Their complement consists of the proper leaves, along with the closed
leaves with trivial linear holonomy, which are all contained in EF .
A key point about the decomposition in Theorem 12.4 is that the components are
Borel sets, but not necessarily closed. The study of the leaves in the boundaries of
the sets EF , PF or HF reveals key aspects of the dynamics of F .
A foliation F is said to be compact if every leaf of F is compact [78, 83, 84, 86].
For codimension 2, Epstein proved that the leaf space of a compact foliation is a
compact orbifold [83]. On the other hand, for codimension q > 2, Sullivan [289],
Epstein-Vogt [86], and Vogt [316, 317, 318] constructed compact foliations for
which the leaf space is not Hausdorff. The exceptional set E(F) ⊂M of a compact
foliation F is defined to be the union of all leaves of F whose holonomy groups are
infinite: that is, Lx ⊂ E(F) if and only if Γ
x,x
F is infinite. The exceptional set is a
closed Borel subset without interior. The complement, G(F) = M \ E(F), is the
good set of F , and the restriction of F to G(F) is a Riemannian foliation, hence
G(F) ⊂ EF . We also note from the definitions and the fact that every L ⊂ E(F)
has non-trivial holonomy, W(F) ⊂ G(F).
Suppose F is a compact foliation such that every leaf Lx ⊂ E(F) has finite linear
holonomy, then F is elliptic. Otherwise, suppose that Lx ⊂ E(F) be such that
D : Γx,xF → GL(q,R) has infinite image, and let γ ∈ Γ
x,x
F such that Dγ ∈ GL(q,R)
is non-trivial . Then eigenvalues of Dγ must be norm one, or else by Theorem 18.7
below, there exists an attracting orbit for γ and so this orbit is not a compact leaf.
Thus, Dγ is conjugate to a parabolic matrix. It follows that the exceptional set
E(F) ⊂ EF ∪ PF . Moreover, by Proposition 10.4, the set of leaves in E(F) with
non-trivial linear holonomy must have Lebesgue measure zero. Thus, we have:
Proposition 16.2. Let F be a compact foliation of a closed manifold M , whose leaf
space M/F is not Hausdorff. Then F is parabolic, and moreover F is a measurable
Riemannian foliation, which is not Riemannian.
Measurable Riemannian foliations were studied by Zimmer [333, 337] in the con-
text of a smooth action of a lattice group Γ on a closed manifold, α : Γ×N q → N q.
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The suspension of the action yields a foliation Fα, whose pseudogroup GFα is equiv-
alent to that defined by the action of Γ on N . Assume that the action α preserves
some smooth measure on N . Then, with additional hypotheses, such as assuming
that the real-rank of Γ is sufficiently large and every γ ∈ Γ defines a diffeomorphism
with zero topological entropy, Zimmer proved that there exists a measurable Rie-
mannian metric on TN which is invariant under the group action [333, 335, 337].
Thus, Fα is a measurable Riemannian foliation. Zimmer also gave conditions for
when a measurable Riemannian foliation admits an invariant smooth metric [335]
(see also [20, 92].) An alternate approach to this result, which applies more gen-
erally groups Γ which have Property T, was given by Fisher and Margulis [91]. It
remains an open problem to determine whether there can exist a smooth action
of a higher-rank lattice, which preserves a measurable Riemannian metric but no
smooth Riemannian metric.
17. Parabolic foliations
A foliation F is said to be parabolic if M = EF ∪ PF with PF 6= ∅. Parabolic
foliations are almost-isometric. Every distal foliation is either elliptic or parabolic.
There are a variety of constructions of parabolic foliations, but little is known of
their classification. All residual secondary classes vanish for parabolic foliations.
For E ∈ B(F), we say that F is almost isometric on the saturation EF if the
restricted cocycle D : ΓEF → GL(q,R) is well-tempered (see Definition 14.1).
It follows directly from the definition of the sets ER and PR that for E ⊂ ER∪PR,
D : ΓEF → GL(q,R) has exponential type 0, so by Theorem 14.4 we have:
Theorem 17.1 (Hurder [168]). If E ∈ B(F) with E ⊂ ER∪PR, then F is almost
isometric on EF .
Corollary 17.2. Let E ∈ B(F) with E ⊂ ER ∪PR. Then for each Weil measure,
χE(hI) = 0. Thus, given any residual secondary class hI ∧ cJ , the localization
∆∗F(hI∧cJ )|E ∈ H
∗(M ;R) is zero. In particular, if F is parabolic, then all residual
secondary classes for F vanish.
Corollary 17.2 is a generalization of an early result of Michel Herman, who showed
that the Godbillon-Vey class vanishes for a C2-foliation F on T3 by planes in [146].
His method was to observe that by Sacksteder [274], such a foliation is equivalent
to a suspension of a Z2-action on the circle α : Z2 × S1 → S1. He then showed that
while the action need not admit a smooth invariant measure on S1, for all ǫ > 0
there always exists an ǫ-invariant, absolutely continuous measure µǫ on S
1 which is
equivalent to Lebesgue measure, and hence GV (F) = 0. The measure µǫ defines an
ǫ-invariant metric for the 1-dimensional normal bundle to F , so this result follows
from the Corollary. In fact, Herman’s method foreshadowed the entire development
of vanishing theorems for the Godbillon-Vey classes.
Another generalization of the Herman Vanishing result is the following:
Theorem 17.3. Let F ′ be a Riemannian foliation of a closed manifold M ′. Given
a Cr-foliation F of codimension-q on M , suppose there exists a homeomorphism
h : M → M ′ which maps the leaves of F to the leaves of F ′. If either q = 1 and
r ≥ 1, or q > 1 and r > 1, then F is parabolic.
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The proof of Theorem 17.3 is a consequence of a more general result:
Theorem 17.4. Let F be a Cr-foliation F of codimension-q on M , with either
q = 1 and r ≥ 1, or q > 1 and r > 1. If GF is distal, then F is parabolic.
The proof follows from Corollary 18.8 in the next section, which implies that if
HR 6= ∅, and either q = 1 and r ≥ 1, or q > 1 and r > 1, then GF has a proximal
orbit. A distal foliation cannot have a proximal orbit. A foliation conjugate to a
Riemannian foliation is distal, which yields Theorem 17.3.
The second class of examples of parabolic foliations is obtained from Lie group
actions. Let G ⊂ GL(m,R) be a closed, connected Lie subgroup and Λ ⊂ G a
discrete, torsion-free cocompact subgroup. Thus M = G/Λ is a closed manifold.
Let H ⊂ G be a connected subgroup such that, as a subgroup of GL(m,R), every
A ∈ H is a matrix with all eigenvalues of modulus 1. That is, H is a parabolic
subgroup of GL(m,R). Let F be the foliation on M whose leaves are the orbits of
the left action of H . The dynamical properties of this class of locally homogeneous
foliations have been extensively studied, as they are exactly the foliations which
arise in the work of Ratner [107, 237].
Let g denote the Lie algebra of G of left-invariant vector fields on G. Let h ⊂ g be
the Lie subalgebra corresponding to H . Let m ⊂ g be a complementary subspace to
h, of dimension q, which we identify with the quotient space g/h. The Adjoint action
of H on g leaves the subspace h invariant, hence induces a unipotent representation
h : H → Aut(m). The holonomy cocycle D : GF → GL(q,R) ∼= Aut(m) for F is
conjugate to a cocycle with values in the range of h : H → Aut(m), have all elements
of holonomy are unipotent. Hence HF = ∅. The terminology “parabolic foliation”
is motivated by such examples.
Compact foliations provide a third class of examples of parabolic foliations (see
Proposition 16.2).
Finally, we describe one further class of examples, based on an explicit construction
of distal foliations which are not homogeneous. Hirsch constructed in [147] an
analytic foliation F of codimension-one with an exceptional minimal set on a closed
3-manifold M , starting from a familiar method in dynamical systems to construct
diffeomorphisms of compact manifolds with expanding isolated invariant sets which
are solenoids [324, 325]. The construction of the Hirsch foliation was generalized
in [23] to codimension q > 1.
As the Hirsch foliation F has codimension-one, there is a transverse vector field ~X
which defines a foliation transverse to F . A surprising fact is that one can always
choose this vector field so that it defines a parabolic foliation, which contains a
solenoidal minimal set for the flow [63]. This construction is part of a more general
method to embed solenoids as minimal sets for foliations. Here is a typical result:
Theorem 17.5 (Clark-Hurder[63]). Let F be a C1-foliation with codimension q >
1. Suppose that F has a compact leaf L with H1(L,R) 6= 0, and there is a saturated
open neighborhood L ⊂ U such that F | U is a product foliation. Then there is an
arbitrarily small smooth perturbation F ′ of F such that F ′ has a solenoidal minimal
set K ⊂ U , where the leaves of F ′ | K all cover L. Moreover, if F is distal, then
F ′ is distal.
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Thus, one can introduce solenoidal minimal sets into a wide variety of foliations,
starting for example with product foliations, to obtain parabolic foliations. It seems
plausible that parts of the Williams classification theory for expanding attractors
[324, 325] can be used to construct even more general families of parabolic folia-
tions, as varied as are the types of these attractors.
In general, the class of parabolic foliations seems quite broad, and quite unknown.
18. Hyperbolic foliations
The setHF consists of the leaves of F with whose holonomy exhibits at least partial
hyperbolicity. For example, as remarked previously, an attracting closed leaf for a
Reeb foliation of T2 is in HF . The non-closed leaves of a Reeb foliation on T
2 are
proper, so HF non-empty does not necessarily imply “chaos” in the dynamics of
F . On the other hand, we have seen that:
Theorem 18.1. Let F be a C2-foliation of a closed manifold M . If some residual
secondary class ∆F (hI ∧ cJ) 6= 0, then HF has positive Lebesgue measure.
This emphasizes the need understand the dynamics of foliations which have non-
uniformly, partially hyperbolic behavior on a set of positive measure. This problem
is wide-open. For codimension-one foliations, there are many partial results, as
discussed in §19. In this section, we give some general results about the relation
between HF and the dynamics of F , valid in arbitrary codimension.
Let x ∈ HF with e(x) = e(ΓF , x) > 0, then there exists 0 < λ ≤ e(x) and some
sequence of elements γm ∈ ΓxF with ‖γm‖x →∞, and such that either
ln{‖Dγm‖}
‖γm‖x
→ λ , or
ln{‖Dγ−1m ‖}
‖γm‖x
→ −λ
The Pesin Theory approach to analyzing hyperbolic behavior of a diffeomorphism
requires the existence of an invariant measure, in order to ensure uniform recurrence
for “typical” hyperbolic orbits in the support of the measure. This is fundamental
for using the infinitesimal information from the derivative cocycle to obtain dy-
namical conclusions. There are several difficulties with applying this method to
foliations with leaf dimension greater than one, among them the fact that GF need
not have any GF -invariant Borel probability measures. Even if such a measure µ
exists, one does not know how to assure that it is typical for the transverse expan-
sion; that is, with e(x) > 0 for µ-almost every x. One solution to this difficulty was
introduced in [157], based on the leafwise geodesic flow.
The choice of a Riemannian metric on TM induces a Riemannian metric on each leaf
L of F . We assume (without loss of generality) that the leaves of F are smoothly
immersed submanifolds, even if F is only transversally Cr for some r ≥ 1. Then
for each L, there is a leafwise geodesic map, expL : TL→ L, associating to ~v ∈ TxL
the point expL(~v) ∈ L. The map expL depends continuously on the choice of the
leaf, so yields a flow on TF by
(18.1) ϕFt0(x,~v) = (expLx(t0 · ~v),
d
dt
expLx(t · ~v)|t=t0
Let M̂ ⊂ TF denote the unit sphere bundle for the tangent vectors to the leaves.
Let F̂ denote the foliation on M̂ obtained by pulling back the leaves of F via the
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bundle projection, π : M̂ → M . That is, a leaf of F̂ is simply the unit tangent
bundle to a leaf of F . Since the speed of a geodesic is constant, the restricted flow
ϕF : R× M̂ → M̂ , ϕFt : M̂ → M̂ is well-defined.
The leafwise geodesic flow ϕFt was used by Walczak [319] to study the curvature
and Lyapunov spectrum of the leaves of a foliation. Our interest is derived from
the following basic observation:
Proposition 18.2 (Proposition 5.1, [157]). The derivative cocycle lifts to a cocycle
over the leafwise geodesic flow,
(18.2) Dν ≡ (DϕF )⊥ : R× M̂ → GL(q,R)
The flow ϕFt preserves the leaves of F̂ , which implies that it induces an action on
the normal bundle to F̂ , which is identified with the pull-back π∗Q.
Given γ ∈ Γx,yF we can write it as a product of generators, γ = gim ◦ · · · ◦ gi1 as in
Definition 8.1. The corresponding plaque-chain then defines a homotopy class of
leafwise paths from x to y, so there is a (not necessarily unique) leafwise geodesic
expLx(t ·~v) for some unit vector ~vy ∈ TxLx which satisfies y = expLx(ty · ~vy) and is
endpoint homotopic to the chosen plaque-chain. The germinal transverse holonomy
along expLx(t · ~vy) : [0, ty]→ Lx equals γ, hence Dγ = D
ν(t0, ~v0).
The advantage of this construction is that Dν is a linear cocycle over the flow ϕF so
we can apply the usual methods of the Oseledets Theory [16, 193, 194, 250, 255].
Definition 18.3 (Theorem 5.2, [157]). Let µ be an ergodic invariant measure on
M̂ for the flow ϕF . The transverse Lyapunov spectrum of µ is the set of exponents
(logs of generalized eigenvalues) for the cocycle Dν with respect to µ:
(18.3) Λµ ≡ {λ
(µ)
1 < λ
(µ)
2 < · · · < λ
(µ)
s }
Note that the integer s satisfies 1 ≤ s ≤ q, and the set Λµ depends on the choice of
ergodic invariant measure µ as indicated.
The numbers {λ
(µ)
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ s} are called the transverse Lyapunov exponents for
ϕFt with respect to µ. They are the transverse rates of expansion of the linear
holonomy for F in the direction of a generic leafwise geodesic in the support of µ.
As such, they clearly have a strong influence on the dynamics of GF acting on T .
The following result justifies calling HF the set of partially hyperbolic leaves:
Theorem 18.4 (Hurder [157, 161, 168]). Let F be a C1-foliation. Given x ∈ HF ,
there exists an ergodic invariant measure µ for ϕF supported on the set Ô(x) =
π−1(O(x)) such that the largest transverse Lyapunov exponent λ
(µ)
s > 0.
Conversely, if µ is an ergodic invariant measure for ϕFt with some λ
(µ)
i 6= 0, then
for every (x,~v) ∈ M̂ in the support of µ, the point x ∈ HF .
Moreover, if F is Cr for some r > 1, then there always exists a transverse stable
or unstable manifold for this maximal exponent. More generally, there are sta-
ble/unstable manifolds for all transverse exponents λ
(µ)
i 6= 0. The collection of all
such ergodic invariant measures µ and stable/unstable manifolds for the leafwise
geodesic flow gives deep information about the dynamical properties of F on HF .
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The problem is how to use this data to prove particular dynamical properties of F .
Let us describe two cases where this has been achieved for foliation dynamics.
An ergodic invariant measure µ for ϕFt is said to be normally hyperbolic if every
transverse exponent λ
(µ)
i 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. For example, given a diffeomorphism
f : Σg → Σg of a closed Riemann surface, Katok [193] used the Pesin Theory of
normally hyperbolic invariant measures to prove that the topological entropy of f
equals the growth rate of its periodic orbits. Similarly, for foliation dynamics, Pesin
Theory applied to a normally hyperbolic measure for the foliation geodesic flow ϕFt
can be used to construct periodic orbits; the problem is to show the existence of
normally hyperbolic ergodic measures.
For 1-dimensional dynamical systems, stable manifolds are just attracting domains,
so that the maps are only required to be C1. For foliations of codimension-one, a
ϕFt -invariant measure is normally hyperbolic is it has non-zero exponent. In this
case, the author showed in [157, 158, 161]:
Theorem 18.5 ([158]). Let F be a C1-foliation of codimension-one. Suppose that
e(x) > 0. Then for all 0 < λ < e(x), there exists y ∈ ω(x) and γ ∈ Γy,yF such that
ln |Dyγ| > λ. That is, Ly is a leaf with expanding linear holonomy.
An invariant measure µ for the foliation geodesic flow ϕFt is said to be partially
hyperbolic is at least one of the exponents λ
(µ)
i 6= 0. Even in this case, one can
obtain dynamical consequences from the infinitesimal data. Using the prevalence
of typical points for a partially hyperbolic measure µ, one constructs a discrete
model for a leafwise geodesic ray expF (t · ~v), t ≥ 0, along which some Lyapunov
exponent is positive.
Definition 18.6. An orbit ray at y for GF is a mapping gr : N → G
(1)
F so that
for each ℓ > 0, the composition ϕr(ℓ) = gr(ℓ) ◦ gr(ℓ−1) ◦ · · · ◦ gr(1) is defined, with
y ∈ D(ϕr(ℓ)), and ‖[ϕr(ℓ − 1)]y‖y ≤ ‖[ϕr(ℓ)]y‖y ≤ ℓ.
This is the combinatorial version of saying that the maps ϕr(ℓ) are tracing out the
flow-boxes crossed by a leafwise geodesic ray expF(t · ~v), t ≥ 0.
Theorem 18.7 ([161]). Let F be a Cr-foliation of codimension q, for r ≥ 1. (If
q > 1 then we require that r > 1.) Suppose that e(x) > 0. Then for all 0 < λ < e(x),
there exists y ∈ ω(x), an orbit ray at y, gr : N→ G
(1)
F , and a C
1-curve σ : (−δ, δ)→
D(ϕr(1)) with 0 6= ~X = σ′(0) ∈ TyT such that ϕr(ℓ − 1)(σ(−δ, δ)) ⊂ D(ϕr(ℓ)) for
all ℓ > 0, and each ϕr(ℓ) is a contraction along σ with
ln ‖Dyϕr(ℓ)( ~X)‖
ℓ
→ −λ
For codimension q > 1, we require that F be Cr for some r > 1, in order to apply
the stable manifold theory to the flow ϕFt .
The conclusion of Theorem 18.7 is simply that σ is a partial stable manifold of the
collection of maps {ϕr(ℓ) | ℓ = 1, 2, . . .}. The technical nature of the statement is
due to the fact that the domains of the compositions ϕr(ℓ) are not necessarily fixed,
and may in fact be shrinking as ℓ→ ∞. However, for all ℓ ≥ 1 the arc image of σ
is contained in their domains, and along this arc the maps are linear contractions
at the basepoint y.
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Together, Theorems 18.5 and 18.7 yield:
Corollary 18.8. Let x ∈ HF . Suppose that q = 1 and r ≥ 1, or q > 1 and r > 1,
then GF has a proximal pair y, z ∈ T with y ∈ ω(x) ⊂ HF .
We conclude this section with a discussion of examples which have M = HF .
The Roussarie foliation F is the weak-stable foliation of the usual geodesic flow
for a compact Riemann surface Σg of genus g > 1 (see Lawson [205] for a nice
discussion of this example.) Every leafwise geodesic for F includes in its limit set a
transversely hyperbolic invariant measure for the associated leafwise geodesic flow.
More generally, if B is a closed manifold of dimension m = q + 1 with a metric
of uniformly negative sectional curvatures, then the usual geodesic flow defines a
weak-stable foliation F on the unit tangent bundle M = T 1B. The foliation F is
always C1 by the transverse Stable Manifold Theorem of Hirsch, Pugh and Shub
[148]. It is standard that every leafwise geodesic for F includes in its limit set a
transversely hyperbolic invariant measure for the associated leafwise geodesic flow.
In this case, the transverse Lyapunov spectrum is just the transverse part of the
Lyapunov spectrum for the usual geodesic flow on M . The negative curvature
hypothesis implies M = HF .
Another class of examples is obtained from the actions of higher-rank lattices. Let
Γ be such a group, and suppose there exists a closed Riemannian manifold N and
volume preserving smooth action α : Γ × N → N . The suspension of α yields a
foliation denoted by Fα, whose pseudogroup GFα is equivalent to the pseudogroup
defined by the action α. Then there is the very strong dichotomy:
Theorem 18.9 (Zimmer, [337, 92]). Either α : Γ×N → N preserves a measurable
Riemannian metric on TN , or the action has non-trivial Lyapunov spectrum almost
everywhere. Hence, either Fα is measurably Riemannian, or HF has full measure.
There are a variety of actions of lattices on manifolds with non-zero Lyapunov
exponents, whose suspension foliations satisfy M = HF – all of the examples in §7
of [159] are of this type.
These examples suggest a general problem. Let F be a C1-foliation, and suppose
E ∈ B(F) is ergodic for RF . Then Zimmer proved in [336] that there exists a
minimal algebraic subgroup H = H(F , E) ⊂ GL(q,R) such that the strict normal
derivative cocycle D̂ : REF → GL(q,R) is cohomologous to a cocycle
φH : R
E
F → H ⊂ GL(q,R)
The algebraic subgroup H(F , E) is called the algebraic hull of D̂ on E, which is
well-defined up to conjugacy in GL(q,R). For example, if H(F , E) is compact,
then F is measurably Riemannian on EF . At the other extreme, one can ask, if
the algebraic hull H(F , E) = GL(q,R), must the closure EF contain the support
of a transversely hyperbolic measure for ϕFt ?
We conclude with one more family of examples. Let N be a closed q-dimensional
manifold. Suppose there exists a collection of smooth maps F = {fi : N → N |
1 ≤ i ≤ k} such that each fi : N → N is a covering map. We call this a system of
e´tale correspondences in [23]. Then there exists a codimension-q foliation FF of a
closed manifold M , such that its holonomy pseudogroup RFF is equivalent to that
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generated by the collection of maps F. The foliation FF is constructed using the
generalized suspension construction, as described in §5, [23].
For example, if N = S1 and f1 : S
1 → S1 is a covering map of degree 2, then this
yields the Hirsch foliations constructed in [147]. For this reason, the foliations FF
are called generalized Hirsch foliations.
If at least one of the maps fi in the collection F is expanding, then M = HFF and
there are many transversely hyperbolic measures for the leafwise geodesic flow. The
hypothesis that some fi is expanding implies that the fundamental group of N ad-
mits a nilpotent subgroup of finite index [117]. More generally, any C1-perturbation
of such an expanding map remains expanding, so in this way, one obtains a wide
variety of examples with transversely hyperbolic measures. Perturbations of this
type are discussed in [23], and the theory of semi-Markovian minimal sets is de-
veloped in [24], of which these examples are typical. The semi-Markovian minimal
sets are a generalization of the examples studied by Matsumoto in [222].
19. Foliation dynamics in codimension one
The topological dynamics of codimension-one, C2-foliations have been studied for
almost 50 years (or in the case of flows in the plane, their topological study was
started by Poincare´ more than 100 years ago [265].) In this section, we give appli-
cations of the methods in this paper to the codimension-one case, and discuss some
of the new insights it yields into this well-developed theory.
The construction of foliations with exceptional minimal sets by Sacksteder and
Schwartz [275], and Sacksteder’s famous paper [274] on the existence of resilient
leaves in exceptional minimal sets [274] showed that the dynamics of codimension-
one C2-foliations can exhibit robustly chaotic dynamics. Rosenberg and Roussarie
[272] gave constructions of analytic foliations with exceptional minimal sets, a
result which seems unremarkable now, but pointed the field towards the study of
this dynamical phenomenon.
There followed during the 1970’s a period of rapid development. Themes included
the deeper understanding of foliations almost without holonomy, which are natural
generalizations of the dynamics of the Reeb foliation; the understanding of asymp-
totic properties of leaves, which generalized the Poincare´-Bendixson theory of flows
in the plane; existence and consequences of non-trivial holonomy for leaves, and
the relation between the growth of leaves and foliation dynamics, the phenomenon
first seen in the properties of resilient leaves.
Notable advances included Hector’s work on classification and examples, starting
with his Thesis and subsequent developments of its themes [131, 132, 134, 137];
Lamoureux’s work on holonomy and “captured leaves” [199, 200, 201, 202];
Moussu’s study of foliations almost without holonomy [238, 239]; Nishimori’s study
of the asymptotic properties and growth of leaves in foliations [244, 245, 246, 247];
and Plante’s study of the relation between growth of leaves and the fundamental
groups of the ambient manifolds.
The study of leaves at finite level by Cantwell and Conlon [49, 52, 53, 177] and
Tsuchiya [310, 311, 312, 313] explored the relation between the hierarchy of
leaf closures and their growth rates. This study reached its culmination in the
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Poincare´-Bendixson Theory of levels for C2-foliations developed by Cantwell and
Conlon [50, 56] and Hector [137]. Poincare´-Bendixson Theory gives a framework
for understanding the dynamics of C2- foliations in codimension-one.
This extensive list of works is certainly not complete, but gives a sense of the
research activities in the field. It would take a separate survey to do justice to
all of the works of this era, which are discussed in detail in the books by Hector
and Hirsch [138], Godbillon [112], Tamura [294] and Candel and Conlon [46, 47]
which are the current references for this subject.
There were two notable conjectures in the field which remained unsolved by the
end of the decade of the 1970’s, and whose (partial) solutions in the 1980’s directed
research towards techniques that included methods of ergodic theory as well as
topological dynamics. First, Hector posed the following in his thesis:
Conjecture 19.1 (Hector [131, 282]). Let F be a codimension-one, C2-foliation
of a closed manifold M . If Z is an exceptional minimal set for F , then Z has
Lebesgue measure zero.
This problem remains open in this generality, although many partial results are
now known. The other conjecture was stated already, although we recall it here.
Conjecture 19.2 ( Moussu-Pelletier [239]; Sullivan [282]). Suppose that F is a
codimension-one, C2-foliation of a closed manifold M , with GV (F) ∈ H3(M ;R)
non-zero. Then the set of leaves of F with exponential growth is non-empty (or
better, has positive Lebesgue measure.)
Key to the study of both conjectures is the understanding of leaves of F with
attracting linear holonomy, hence to the properties of F in an open neighborhood
of the closure of the hyperbolic setHF . We recall a concept in topological dynamics
which is fundamental to this study.
Definition 19.3. Let F be a C1-foliation with codimension q ≥ 1. A Markov
sub-pseudogroup (or more simply, a Markov system) for GF is a sub-collection of
maps
(19.1) M = {hi : D(hi)→ R(hi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊂ GF
such that
(1) each hi ∈M is the restriction of an element h˜i ∈ GF with D(hi) ⊂ D(h˜i)
(2) R(hi) ∩R(hj) = ∅ for i 6= j (Open Set Condition)
(3) if R(hi) ∩D(hj) 6= ∅ then R(hi) ⊂ D(hj)
If the maps hi are linear contractions, then this is an example of what is called an
Iterated Function System (IFS) in the dynamics literature. The standard construc-
tion of Cantor sets in the unit interval is based on an IFS with two generators. For
q > 1, computer-generated simulations of the forward orbits of an IFS can yield a
fantastical variety of compact, self-similar (fractal) regions in Rq. (For example, see
[87, 88, 253].) There are multiple variations on Definition 19.3. For example, one
can work with compact domains, and in place of the maps hi use their extensions
(1) h˜i : D(hi)→ R(hi).
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The condition (19.3.2) allows that R(hi)∩R(hj) 6= ∅ for i 6= j. A Discrete Markov
System is one which satisfies
(2) R(hi) ∩R(hj) = ∅ for i 6= j.
This property corresponds to the Strong Open Set Condition for Iterated Function
Systems, which implies that the invariant minimal set forM is totally disconnected.
(This assumes the generators are strong contractions!) Discrete Markov Systems
generate what is called a “Tits alternative” or a “Ping-Pong” game in the literature
[71, 300]. There is a huge literature on this topic in dynamics.
The transition matrix PM for a Markov SystemM is the m×mmatrix with entries
{0, 1} defined by Pij = 1 if R(hj) ⊂ D(hi), and 0 otherwise. We say that M is
chaotic if PM is irreducible and aperiodic, so there exists ℓ > 0 such that P
ℓ
M is a
matrix with all entries positive.
Definition 19.4. A GF -invariant minimal set K ∈ B(F) is Markov if there is a
chaotic Markov sub-pseudogroupM such that
K ⊂ R(h1) ∪ · · · ∪R(hk)
and every orbit of M in K is dense in K.
Markov minimal sets for codimension-one foliations have been studied by Cantwell
and Conlon [55, 57], Inaba et al [178, 179, 180, 181], Matsumoto [221, 222],
Walczak [320, 321], and most recently by the author [161, 164] and Rams et al
[70, 102, 103]. Together, these works give a partial answer to Conjecture 19.1:
Theorem 19.5. Let F be a codimension-one, C2-foliation of a closed manifold M .
If K is a Markov minimal set for GF , then K has Lebesgue measure zero.
Sacksteder’s Theorem implies that an exceptional minimal set for a codimension-
one, C2-foliation must have a resilient leaf with linearly contracting holonomy.
In particular, this holds for a Markov minimal set Z = KF ⊂ M , and hence
K ∩HF 6= ∅. This conclusion was extended by the author in [158] to exceptional
minimal sets with exponential growth type for C1-foliations. Moreover, the author
proved the following partial answer to Conjecture 19.1 for Cr-foliations:
Theorem 19.6 (Hurder, [165]). Let F be a codimension-one, Cr-foliation of a
closed manifold M , for r > 1. Let K ∈ B(F) be an exception minimal set for GF .
Then K ∩HF has Lebesgue measure zero.
These results highlights the importance of the parabolic points in a minimal set,
KP = K ∩ (EF ∪PF ) = K \ (K ∩HF)
The general form of Conjecture 19.1 for Cr-foliations is thus equivalent to showing:
Conjecture 19.7. Let F be a codimension-one, Cr-foliation, for r > 1. Let
K ∈ B(F) be an exception minimal set for GF . Then the set of parabolic points KP
has Lebesgue measure zero.
There is a close connection between the existence of a Markov minimal set M for
GF and h(GF ) > 0.
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Proposition 19.8 (The´ore`me 6.1, [109]). Let F be a codimension-one, C1-foliation
of a closed manifold M . If GF has a Markov minimal K, then h(GF ) > 0. More
precisely, we have h(GF ,K) > 0.
The´ore`me 6.1 in [109] gives a proof of the converse for C2-foliations of foliated
bundles, using the Poincare´-Bendixson theory of levels (see also Theorem 13.5.3,
[46], and Theorem 3.6.1, [321]). The author showed that, in fact, the full converse
holds for C1-foliations
Theorem 19.9 (Theorem 1.1, [161]; see also Theorem 4.6.1, [321]). Let F be a
codimension-one, C1-foliation of a closed manifold M . Assume hloc(GF , x) > 0.
Then for every open neighborhood, x ∈ U ⊂ T , GF has a chaotic, discrete Markov
minimal set K ⊂ UR.
The proof of The´ore`me 6.1, [109] required the full theory of Poincare´-Bendixson
Theory for C2-foliations; they showed that if there is no resilient leaf, then the
structure theory for codimension-one, C2 foliations implies that h(F) = 0. Thus,
it used global methods to prove a global result.
The proof of Theorem 1.1, [161] shows that hloc(GF , x) > 0 yields normally ex-
pansive behavior along segments of orbits in every open neighborhood x ∈ U ⊂ T ,
which yields hyperbolic fixed-points which capture points in their orbit, and thus
generate homoclinic (resilient) orbit behavior. In contrast to the methods of [109],
the techniques are C1, local, and mostly naive.
Finally, we consider the relation between the Godbillon-Vey class GV (F) and
foliation dynamics in codimension-one. Recall that Theorem 15.5 showed that
GV (F) 6= 0 implies the set HF has positive Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 19.10 (Hurder & Langevin, [171]). Let F be a codimension-one, C1-
foliation such that HR has positive Lebesgue measure. For every open set U ⊂ T
such that U∩HR has positive Lebesgue measure, GF has a discrete Markov minimal
set K ⊂ UR.
The proof actually shows more:
Theorem 19.11 (Hurder, [168]). Let F be a codimension-one, C1-foliation such
that HR has positive Lebesgue measure. Then hloc(GF , x) > 0 for almost every
x ∈ HR.
Hence we conclude:
Corollary 19.12. Let F be a C2-foliation of codimension-one. Given E ∈ B(F)
such that GV (F)|E 6= 0, then there exists a set K ⊂ E of positive Lebesgue measure
such that hloc(GF , x) > 0 for every x ∈ K.
Combining Theorems 15.5, 19.6 and 19.10 we obtain:
Theorem 19.13 (Hurder, [168]). Let F be a C2-foliation of codimension-one. Let
E ∈ B(F) be an exceptional local minimal set for GF . Then the Godbillon measure
of E vanishes. Hence, if GV (F) 6= 0, then there is an open saturated subset U ⊂M
with
• U contains the support of the cohomology class GV (F);
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• U contains a dense collection of discrete Markov minimal sets;
• F|U is expansive.
This yields a positive solution to the Conjecture (page 239, [47]). The C2-hypothesis
is used in the proof of Theorem 19.13 in three places: to guarantee that the
Godbillon-Vey class is defined; in the proof of Theorem 19.6; and finally the exis-
tence of the open set U requires the Poincare´-Bendixson Theory for C2-foliations.
20. Structure of minimal and transitive sets
We conclude this survey with a discussion of some dynamical concepts and open
problems related to the results discussed above, and which suggest promising areas
of investigation. One of the main obstacles to developing a full Pesin Theory for
groupoid dynamics, is the general absence of invariant measures. For maps, the
existence of an invariant measure has strong implications for the recurrence of its
orbits. For a foliation, recurrence can be obtained by assuming it; that is, by
studying the dynamics restricted to minimal and transitive sets.
Recall that a closed subset K ∈ B(F) is minimal if for every x ∈ K the orbit O(x)
is dense in K, while K is transitive if for some x ∈ K, the orbit O(x) is dense in
K. The Poincare´-Bendixson Theory for codimension-one, C2-foliations is focused
on the properties of the (local open) minimal sets for the foliation.
For dynamical systems on manifolds of dimension greater than 1, the transitive sets
are perhaps more important. This is best illustrated for the case where f : N q → N q
is an Axiom-A diffeomorphism, so q > 1. By definition of Axiom-A, the restriction
of f to the non-wandering set Ω(f) is hyperbolic, and the periodic orbits of f
are dense in Ω(f). Thus, Ω(f) is not minimal, but Ω(f) is the finite union of
its basic sets, which are closed, disjoint invariant subsets on which f is transitive.
The dynamics of f are captured by its behavior near each basic set. Within Ω(f),
the periodic points play an important role, but their behavior is predicted by the
Markov coding for the dynamics of f on K [40, 286, 287]. For foliations with
codimension q > 1, a similar conclusion is likely.
Problem 20.1. Is there a theory of Axiom-A foliations? That is, can one impose
sufficient hyperbolicity and other hypotheses on the non-wandering set Ω(F) of a
C2-foliation such that the dynamics of F can be “classified”?
The Poincare´-Bendixson Theory for codimension-one foliations suggests that one
should study the asymptotic properties of leaves in higher codimension. Marzougui
and Salhi introduced in [216] a theory of levels for C1-foliations, under the restric-
tion that the foliations admit a transverse foliation. Their approach is based on the
study of the open local minimal sets, and their main result is a structure theorem
for the dynamics, analogous to the conclusion for codimension-one foliations.
In analogy, this suggests the definition: a minimal (or possibly transitive) compact
subset E0 ∈ B(F) has level zero. Then define inductively, that a point x ∈ T has
level k if the ω-limit set ω(x) is a union of closed subsets with level less than k. It
is not clear that this decomposition of the orbits of GF carries similar import to the
case of codimension-one.
Problem 20.2. How do the dynamical properties of F , say as given by its decom-
positions into the sets at the start of section 15, and the theory of levels, either as
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in Marzougui and Salhi [216] or as above, determined one another? For example,
how do the dynamical properties of the sets E0 of level zero, influence the dynamics
of an orbit x ∈ T for which E0 ⊂ ω(x).
In the case of codimension-one, the following problem remains open:
Problem 20.3. LetM be a Markov system on R. Does there exists a Cr-foliation
of a closed manifold M such that M is a Markov sub-pseudogroup of GF?
In the case where M is a discrete Markov system, Cantwell and Conlon prove this
in Section 9, [58]. (Conlon gave a more detailed proof in unpublished notes [59].)
Their method does not seem to apply, however, to the case where M does not
satisfy the strong open set condition.
Section 6.1 of [166] discusses other open questions about the codimension-one case.
They may be summarized by asking:
Problem 20.4. Let F be a codimension-one, Cr-foliation for r ≥ 1. Characterize
the compact minimal sets K ∈ B(F) for GF which are not Markov.
Next, assume that F has codimension q > 1. If F is Riemannian, then the closure
of each leaf L is a minimal set, and moreover is a locally homogeneous space.
Problem 20.5. Let K ∈ B(F) be a compact minimal set with K ⊂ ER. Is the
restriction GF |K equicontinuous? Must KF be a connected submanifold of M?
In other words, does recurrence of the orbits in K force an invariant Borel Rie-
mannian metric on the normal bundle, to be a continuous metric?
For parabolic foliations, we saw in Theorem 17.5 that there exists minimal sets for
F which are generalized solenoids by construction. We know by Theorem 18.7 that
K ∩HR = ∅ and that the restricted entropy h(GF ,K) = 0.
Problem 20.6. Let K ∈ B(F) be a compact minimal set such that GKF is distal.
If K is a Cantor set, is the saturation KF a generalized solenoid?
While it is totally speculative, one can ask if there exists a general classification for
parabolic minimal sets?
Problem 20.7. Suppose that K ∈ B(F) is a compact minimal set such that GKF
is distal, or more generally just parabolic. Does there exists an analogue of the
Furstenberg structure theory for distal actions of a single transformation [82, 98,
209, 330], which applies to GKF ?
For codimension q > 1, another phenomenon arises in the study of closed invariant
sets for GF . An exceptional minimal set K ∈ B(F) has no interior and is not
discrete, hence K ⊂ R implies that K is totally disconnected and perfect. That
is, K is a Cantor set. However, for K ⊂ Rq with q > 1, the set K may have no
interior, and yet not be totally disconnected.
Definition 20.8. A minimal set K ∈ B(F) for GF is an exotic minimal set if K
has no interior, is perfect and is connected.
For example, the invariant minimal sets for a Kleinian group of the second kind
acting on the sphere Sq has minimal set homeomorphic to a Sierpinski space, which
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is exotic. These examples are realized as minimal sets for smooth foliations using
the standard suspension construction.
Using the generalized suspension construction in [23], the authors constructed many
families of examples of smooth foliations for which the minimal sets are exotic
subsets of Tq. In fact, the torus Tq can be replaced by any nil-manifold [24].
Exotic minimal sets also arise in the action of certain word-hyperbolic groups on
their boundary at infinity [192]. It is not clear whether these examples can be
realized as minimal sets for foliation pseudogroups.
There are few techniques developed for constructing foliations with prescribed mini-
mal sets. On the other hand, there is a massive literature for constructing continua
defined by inverse limit constructions in the spaces Rq with various remarkable
properties [197]. The solenoid discussed previously is probably the simplest of
these constructions, so one might expect other continua can be realized. We con-
clude with three open questions:
Problem 20.9. Which a compact continua in Rq are homeomorphic to a minimal
(or transitive) invariant set for a pseudogroup GrF , r ≥ 1, of a foliation F on a
closed manifold M?
Problem 20.10. Give an example of K ∈ B(F) which is an exotic minimal set
for a Cr-pseudogroup GF , r > 1, such that K has positive Lebesgue measure. If
K ⊂ HR, must K have Lebesgue measure zero?
Problem 20.11. Let F be a C2-foliation of codimension q > 1, and suppose
that K ∈ B(F) is an exceptional minimal set. Show that hI(K) = 0 for all Weil
measures.
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